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Executive Summary  

This report examines and compares the growth of two arterial mainstreets in Ottawa since the 

implementation of mainstreet policy designations. New developments are identified and 

analyzed along two arterial mainstreets to gain insight into the recent growth of each mainstreet, 

and how this growth compares to the goals of the public policy designation specified within the 

City’s Official Plan (OP).  

Research Questions  

1) How does the implementation of Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet policies compare in the cases of 

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street?  

2) Can existing public policy documents be updated to better address current development issues? 

The strengths and limitations of municipal policies that encourage the intensification of the built 

environment along arterial mainstreets are evaluated. This report furthers the understanding of 

the impact that arterial mainstreet urban design guidelines have had on intensifying suburban 

areas of major transportation routes in Ottawa. It also compares this to policies within other 

planning documents designed to guide future growth along Bank Street. 

Methods  

The findings of this report apply only the sections of Hazeldean Road and Bank Street 

designated as arterial mainstreets. The recommendations pertain exclusively to these mainstreets, 

and cannot be applied to other arterial mainstreets in Ottawa. Research methods which inform 

this report include comparative case studies, a policy review, and interviews.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Map Exec-1: Regional Map of the Municipality of Ottawa indicating study area locations 
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The main focus of this report, the comparative case studies, are evaluated based on criteria 

derived from the municipality’s Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets. These 53 

guidelines are divided into seven categories including: Streetscape, Built Form, Pedestrians & 

Cyclists, Vehicles & Parking, Landscape & Environment, Signs, and Servicing & Utilities. 

Case Studies 

Three case studies were compared and analyzed against the arterial mainstreet urban design 

guidelines (UDGs) and the mainstreet policy goals in Ottawa’s OP. This includes Hazeldean 

Road, Bank Street, and the Bank Street Community Design Plan (CDP). Hazeldean Road was 

selected due to the large extent of recent development along the mainstreet. Bank Street was 

selected because of its different context being closer to downtown, and because of the existence 

of the Bank Street CDP. The Bank Street CDP is a specialized planning document that defines 

specific public policies regarding Bank Street at the neighbourhood scale. The CDP policies are 

designed to guide future development patterns along the corridor. Therefore, the Bank Street 

CDP is included in this report as a third case study. These three case studies provide a 

comparison of the existing conditions of both mainstreets, as well as the potential future 

conditions of Bank Street. The sections of each arterial mainstreet which compose each case 

study are indicated in the modified OP schedule B map, shown above. 

Analysis  

The analysis was broken down into eight sections: 

1) Streetscape     5)   Landscape and Environment 

2) Built Form     6)   Signs 

3) Pedestrians and Cyclists   7)   Servicing and Utilities 

4) Vehicles and Parking    8)   Case Study Patterns 

Recent developments along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street resulted in similar scores for most 

categories of guidelines (Table Exec-1). This is somewhat surprising due to the different contexts 

of each mainstreet. The predominant type of new development for both mainstreets was single-

storey commercial buildings, which were not representative of the mainstreet policy goals in 

Ottawa’s OP. The Bank Street CDP scored better overall in most guideline categories. The 

policies within the CDP, if applied to future developments, improve on the observed single-

storey commercial developments observed on Bank Street, and represents a step towards 

achieving Ottawa’s mainstreet policy goals. 

Conclusions and Recommendations  

The implementation of Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet policies differed between recent 

developments and projected future development patterns. Policies in the Bank Street CDP 

resulted in stronger scores than recent development along either mainstreet. Recent development 

along Hazeldean Road primarily included greenfield developments, while new construction 

along Bank Street was limited to infill developments. The difference in development typologies 

and mainstreet locations did not result in variations between Hazeldean Road and Bank Street  

case study scores. These differences also did not affect recent development patterns, most 

notably the prevalence of new single-storey commercial buildings. 
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      Table Exec-1: Comparative Case Study Evaluation 

 

 
Poor  Fair  Good  Very Good  Excellent 
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Existing public policy documents should be updated, and new documents be created, to better 

address current development issues observed along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. The clear 

benefits of the Bank Street CDP policies over recent development patterns along either 

mainstreet indicate that a CDP should be created for Hazeldean Road. This is the most important 

recommendation in the report, and represents the most direct method of achieving the OP 

mainstreet policy goals along Hazeldean Road through affecting future development patterns.  

Table Exec-2: Short-Term Recommendations 

Conclusions Recommendations 

 Conflicting intentions of CDP signage policies 

between pedestrian-oriented environment and 

business interests 

 A few automotive-oriented signs can have a 

strong impact on the built environment 

1) Innovative design concepts for both building and 

ground-mounted commercial signs should be 

developed by municipal planning staff and added into 

the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial 

Mainstreets. 

 Lack of snow removal limited access to 

pedestrian amenities 

 Some pedestrian pathways not cleared of snow 

2) The pedestrian infrastructure along Hazeldean Road 

and Bank Street, particularly internal pathways and 

amenity areas, must be prioritized and cleared of 

snow and ice during winter months to maintain an all 

year round pedestrian-oriented environment. 

 Prominent and conspicuous placing of utility 

boxes and metres along both mainstreets 

 Screening of utility boxes and metres primarily 

consisted of ineffective plantings of small shrubs 

 CDP does not include policies regarding the 

screening of utility equipment. 

3) The Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets 

should be amended to include specific design 

concepts for the effective screening of utility boxes 

and utility metres. 

Table Exec-3: Long-Term Recommendations 

Conclusions Recommendations 

 New buildings along Hazeldean Road do not 

reflect mainstreet policy goals of compact, 

mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development 

 Stronger CDP scores may result in more UDGs 

built into future development projects 

4) A Community Design Plan should be developed for 

the section of Hazeldean Road designated as an 

arterial mainstreet. 

 CDP does not include policies for UDGs 

regarding screening of utility equipment, 

secondary doors, green building technologies, 

and parking structures 

 CDP policies specific to study area where as 

UDGs are for all mainstreets, resulting in gaps 

between policies and UDGs 

5) The Bank Street Community Design Plan should be 

amended to include additional policies regarding the 

screening of all utility equipment, the integration of 

secondary doors into building facades, the 

incorporation of green building technologies into new 

developments, and the location of parking structures 

towards the interior of lots. 

 Maximized surface parking areas along both 

mainstreets 

 UDGs not enough to limit surface parking along 

either mainstreet 

 CDP does not immediately affect existing surface 

parking areas 

6) Official comprehensive parking strategies that 

minimize existing surface parking areas and introduce 

new parking structures should be developed by 

municipal planners, in collaboration with local 

business interests, for both arterial mainstreets.  

 New developments not reflective of mainstreet 

policy goals 

 New buildings do not reflect compact, mixed-

use, pedestrian-oriented development 

 Almost all new development are single-storey 

commercial buildings 

7) A minimum building height of two storeys (six 

metres) for all new development fronting onto either 

Hazeldean Road or Bank Street should be formalized 

into existing and future public policy documents 

regarding the two mainstreets. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The creation of commercial strip developments along major transportation routes is associated 

with the growth of suburban areas around cities in North America. This type of development is 

characterized by large lots, huge lot setbacks, and maximized parking areas. In the City of 

Ottawa’s Official Plan (OP), certain roads typical of this suburban commercial development 

pattern have been reclassified as “arterial mainstreets.” This policy designation is an attempt by 

city planning staff to direct future growth in the built environment with the goals of achieving 

“more compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development patterns.” (City of Ottawa, 2013). 

1.1 Research Questions 

This report examines and compares the growth of two arterial mainstreets in Ottawa Mainstreet 

policy designations were approved by City Council and incorporated into the OP in 2005. New 

developments are identified and analyzed along both arterial mainstreets to gain insight into the 

recent growth of each mainstreet, and how this growth compares to the goals of the public policy 

designation specified within the OP. Specifically, this report asks: 

1) How does the implementation of Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet policies compare in the 

cases of Hazeldean Road and Bank Street?  

2) Can existing public policy documents be updated to better address current development 

issues? 

This research evaluates the strengths and limitations of municipal policies that encourage the 

intensification of the built environment along arterial mainstreets to accommodate the future 

growth of the City. This research provides a comprehensive analysis of the impact that the Urban 

Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets, drafted by municipal planners, have had on new 

developments along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. It will further the understanding of the 

impact that these urban design guidelines have had on intensifying suburban areas of major 

transportation routes in Ottawa, and compare this to policies within other planning documents 

designed to guide the future growth of Bank Street.  

1.2 Report Structure 

The remaining chapters in this report include: 2.0 Methods, 3.0 Case Study Background, 4.0 

Analysis, and 5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations. Chapter Two (Methods) details the 

specific approach taken for analyzing the effectiveness of existing public policy in Ottawa. It 
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specifies and justifies the scope, methods, and the evaluative criteria used for analyzing each 

case study. Each category of evaluative criteria are discussed, with detailed information on how 

each urban design guideline was measured and compared between case studies. Reports with 

similar methods and case studies are also examined. This chapter concludes by identifying the 

limitations of the methods used and their significance on the report’s recommendations.  

Chapter Three (Case Study Background) situates each case study within the geographic and 

public policy frameworks of the City of Ottawa. First, the development context of both 

mainstreets are discussed. This includes the implementation of the Urban Design Guidelines for 

Arterial Mainstreets through new development projects with the aim of achieving the mainstreet 

policy goals found within Ottawa’s Official Plan. The Hazeldean Road and Bank Street study 

areas are defined, and land uses both within and adjacent to each study area are discussed. As 

well, the structure of the Bank Street Community Design Plan (CDP) is described, and the 

context of the CDP is discussed relative to other municipal planning documents. 

Chapter Four (Analysis) is divided into sections covering the different themes of the 53 arterial 

maintsteet urban design guidelines. These include: 4.1 Streetscape, 4.2 Built Form, 4.3 

Pedestrians and Cyclists, 4.4 Vehicles and Parking, 4.5 Landscape and Environment, 4.6 Signs, 

and 4.7 Servicing and Utilities. All three case studies are analyzed simultaneously for each 

guideline based on observations during site visits, photographs, and GIS maps. At the end of 

each section, the implications of trends and patterns observed for each category of urban design 

guidelines are discussed. The chapter concludes with an analysis and comparison of the overall 

large-scale trends and patterns observed within the study areas and the Bank Street CDP. 

Chapter Five (Conclusions and Recommendations) presents the conclusions and 

recommendations of the report. The conclusions are based on the trends and patterns found in the 

implication sections within the Analysis Chapter. Here, general conclusions are specified 

regarding the overall patterns with new and future developments for each case study. This is 

followed by the report’s recommendations, divided into short-term and long-term timeframes. 

The report concludes with the reiteration of the scope of the research, and suggests further areas 

of study for arterial mainstreets in Ottawa. 
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2.0 Methods  

This study examines how municipal policy in Ottawa is designed to guide the growth of the City 

through intensification of the built environment. The research goal of this report is to examine 

how the implementation of Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet policies compare in the cases of 

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. This study also explores how existing public policy documents 

can be updated to better address observed development issues. 

The following chapter details the researcher’s approach in evaluating the effectiveness of 

Ottawa’s mainstreet policies regarding new development on arterial mainstreets. The specific 

scope of this report is defined in this chapter, and the methods used in this report—which include 

comparative case studies, a policy review, and interviews—are discussed. These methods were 

employed in studying how the implementation of Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet policies compares 

in the cases of Hazeldean Road and Bank Street (south of the Rideau River).  

This chapter also outlines how various urban design guidelines are applied as criteria in assessing 

and analyzing each case study (Hazeldean Road and Bank Street). These criteria are organized 

into seven categories as they appear in the City of Ottawa’s Urban Design Guidelines for 

Arterial Mainstreets. These guidelines were created to help guide development along roads 

designated as arterial mainstreets (City of Ottawa Planning and Growth Management 

Department, 2006). For each category, a detailed breakdown is provided in this chapter to 

explain how the urban design guidelines have been analyzed in comparing and evaluating the 

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street case study areas.  

Finally, this chapter explores other reports that have applied similar methods. It concludes with 

identifying the limitations of the applied analysis methods, and explores how these limitations 

might impact the effectiveness of the City guideline’s recommendations. 

2.1 Scope 

The findings of this report apply exclusively to the sections of Hazeldean Road and Bank Street 

that are designated as arterial mainstreets. The study areas for both mainstreets are indicated in 

maps included as Appendix 1. Recommendations have be developed based on elements of the 

built environment—both in public areas along the mainstreet, and on privately-owned land and 

buildings. Public policy documents, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) maps, and field 
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research and observations inform an analysis between case studies. Conclusions about the built 

form and the effectiveness of public policies are only applicable to the case studies under 

examination.  

Only development that occurred after the City of Ottawa’s Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial 

Mainstreets were approved by City Council are evaluated within each study area. This creates a 

development timeframe from May 2006 to September 2013. Accordingly, specific development 

sites along each mainstreet were identified for evaluation, and are indicated in Appendix 1.  

Applying the urban design guidelines to new development along arterial mainstreets also limits 

the scope of this study to specific elements of the built environment. It does not extend to 

evaluating observed uses of the built environment by the public, nor does it explore public 

opinion. Only the physical aspects of new developments are relevant, in this context, in 

determining how the urban design guidelines have been integrated into the landscape along 

arterial mainstreets. Therefore, this report only explores issues related to sprawl repair by means 

of urban design guidelines, and their application to new development projects. 

2.2 Approach 

For the purpose of evaluating Ottawa’s mainstreet policies effectiveness in influencing new 

development, comparative case studies were conducted on two arterial mainstreets in Ottawa. 

The seven categories contained within the City of Ottawa’s Urban Design Guidelines for 

Arterial Mainstreets serve as the criteria for each case study. The majority of information 

collected was qualitative—based on personal observations and pictures taken by the researcher. 

GIS software was also used to create maps of each study area which identify development 

projects that were constructed since the Urban Design Guidelines were published. These maps 

were also used to analyze specific land use patterns associated with parking, traffic patterns, site 

connectivity, and the location and placement of buildings. Google Earth was used to identify 

properties built within the development timeframe in each study area, and also to analyze 

specific elements of the built environment. A review of municipal policy documents associated 

with each study area was also completed. As well, interviews with municipal planners help 

inform the analysis and comparison process between each case study. 
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Robert Yin’s book Case Study Research Design and Methods was used to facilitate the data 

collection process for each case study. Yin outlines five key components in the structure of a 

case study’s research: a study’s questions, its propositions, the units of analysis, the logic linking 

the data to the propositions, and the criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin, 2009). These 

components were also considered in the analysis of data collected during field research. In 

Qualitative Research Methods in Human Geography, a chapter by Robin Kearns titled “Seeing 

with Clarity: Undertaking Observational Research” helped inform the data collection process 

during site visits to each study area (Kearns, 2010). 

2.2.1 Comparative Case Studies 

The primary method for evaluating Ottawa’s mainstreet policies was the completion of 

comparative case studies on arterial mainstreets in Ottawa. Two arterial mainstreets were 

selected as case studies, Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. Hazeldean Road is located in the west 

end of Ottawa. It runs east to west, connecting the communities of Kanata and Stittsville. Bank 

Street runs north to south from downtown Ottawa to Greely. The portion of Bank Street included 

in the case study starts where Bank Street crosses over the Rideau River, and ends at Ledbury 

Park to the south. This portion of Bank Street was selected because it corresponds to the study 

area of the Bank Street Community Design Plan (CDP) published in 2012 (City of Ottawa, 

2012). The existence of a CDP for Bank Street presents an opportunity to evaluate how arterial 

mainstreet urban design guidelines have been incorporated into future plans to manage the 

growth of the City and fulfill the overarching mainstreet policy goals that are within Ottawa’s 

Official Plan. Therefore, the existing conditions of both mainstreets are compared, as well as the 

potential future conditions of Bank Street as it is presented within the Bank Street CDP.  

As both of the arterial mainstreets selected as case studies are within the political boundaries of 

the City of Ottawa, the same municipal policies apply to each area. This allows for direct 

comparisons between each case study to analyze how arterial mainstreet urban design guidelines 

were applied to recent developments.  

2.2.2 Policy Review 

The overarching policy goals for new development along mainstreets in Ottawa originates from 

Section 3.6.3 of the City of Ottawa’s Official Plan (OP). It outlines policies that apply to new 

development projects on specific roads in the City that have been classified as arterial 
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mainstreets. These roads are typified by suburban commercial development patterns—large lots, 

deep lot setbacks, and maximized parking areas. The “arterial mainstreets” policy designation is 

an attempt by City planning staff to direct future growth in the built environment with the goals 

of achieving “more compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development patterns.” (City of 

Ottawa, 2013). Ottawa’s Official Plan was adopted by Ottawa City Council in May, 2003. 

Section 3.6.3 was amended into the OP on July 13, 2005. 

The mainstreet policies within the City’s OP present the municipality’s goals for shaping new 

growth and development along mainstreets in Ottawa. The urban design guidelines selected as 

criteria for evaluating new development are the mechanism by which city planners intend to 

achieve the OP mainstreet policy goals. As previously specified, the recommendations within the 

Bank Street CDP are used as a third case study to project future development patterns onto the 

existing conditions. Additional municipal planning documents are reviewed in the Case Study 

Background Chapter. 

2.2.3 Interviews 

Interviews with municipal planners were conducted to obtain information about how mainstreet 

policies in the OP and the urban design guidelines for arterial mainstreets were incorporated into 

the Bank Street CDP. These interviews also provide additional information about how the 

existing conditions of new development in each study area compares with buildings designed 

based on the recommendations within the Bank Street CDP.  

2.3 Evaluation Criteria 

As indicated in previous sections, the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets 

published by the City of Ottawa are used to evaluate the extent that new developments within 

each study area have characteristics designed to achieve the City’s mainstreet policy goals. 

Accordingly, observations and pictures obtained during field research were analyzed through the 

lens of these guidelines. Each criterion is analyzed individually, for each case study, to see if 

new development along both corridors conforms to existing public policy. Qualitative measures 

were used to determine how the urban design guidelines for arterial mainstreets have been 

implemented. For this purpose, a five point scale (poor, fair, good, very good, excellent) was 

used. Implications and trends observed regarding the quality of the built environment were 

identified based on the extent to which new development in each area have implemented the 
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urban design guidelines and are presented in the Analysis chapter. Finally, recommendations are 

presented which suggest how best to implement or improve the guidelines themselves to better 

achieve the City’s overarching goals as set out in the Official Plan. 

There are fifty-three guidelines for new development in Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial 

Mainstreets, divided into seven categories. This includes 1: Streetscape, 2: Built Form, 3: 

Pedestrians and Cyclists, 4: Vehicles and Parking, 5: Landscape and Environment, 6: Signs, 7: 

Servicing and Utilities. A complete list of all fifty-three guidelines and how they were observed 

for each case study is included as Appendix 2. For the purposes of conducting field research, 

these guidelines were reorganized based on the anticipated physical location where the specific 

guideline were likely to have been implemented. The research instruments employed to record 

observations during site visits are included as Appendix 3. For completing the analysis of each 

case study and to make comparisons, the original categories within the Urban Design Guidelines 

document are used. The following subsections detail how each category of guidelines were 

observed and documented within each case study.  

2.3.1 Streetscape 

Table 2-1: Streetscape Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Streetscape 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 3-4 

 

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 9.1, 9.2, 10.1, 10.2  

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, 

127-130 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, 

p.11,13 

New buildings placed on the public street edge. Google Earth imagery of 

new buildings. 

Provide a two-metre-wide concrete sidewalk. Also, 

provide a 2-4 metre wide planted boulevard and a 1-3 

metre landscape area in the right-of-way. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Plant trees in four-metre-wide boulevards. If it is less 

than 4.0 metres wide, plant the trees in the landscape 

area. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Use buildings, landscaping, and other streetscape 

elements to create continuous streetscapes. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide trees, decorative paving, benches and bicycle 

parking between the building and the curb. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

New buildings 0-3 metres back from the front 

property line, and 0-3 metres back from the side 

property line for corner sites. 

Google Earth imagery of 

new buildings, City of 

Ottawa online parcel maps. 
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The first six guidelines pertain to 

the streetscape of the built 

environment. Guidelines related 

to the placement of new building 

were evaluated based on GIS 

maps of building footprints within 

each study area. The remaining 

guidelines cover specific elements 

of the built environment including 

sidewalk width and tree placement along the mainstreet. These guidelines were assessed for each 

case study by using site observations and photographs taken during field research. 

2.3.2 Built Form 

Table 2-2: Built Form Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Built Form 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 5-8 

 

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 5.1, 8.1, 10.2, 10.4, 

10.7, 11.6 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, p. 

116, 119, 120, 127 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, 

p. 9, 14 

  

Protect existing fabric including significant buildings, 

trees, pedestrian routes, public facilities and pedestrian 

amenities. 

Google Earth imagery 

taken before and after site 

construction. 

Provide significant architectural or landscape features 

at corner sites where there is no building. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Building height to road corridor width ratio of 1:6 

(low), 1:3 (medium) and 1:2 (high). 

Corridor widths as 

indicated in OP and 

observed building heights. 

Internal circulation pattern that allows for logical 

movement throughout the site, which will 

accommodate intensification over time. 

GIS mapping of study 

areas to examine traffic 

circulation patterns.  

Create intensified, mixed-use development, 

incorporating public amenities at nodes and gateways. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Presence of coherent streetscapes. Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Buildings occupying the majority of the lot frontage. If 

the site is on a corner, the main entrance should be at 

the corner. 

GIS maps of existing 

buildings and pictures 

from site visits. 

Transition in the scale and density of the built form on 

the site when located next to lower density 

neighbourhoods. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Landscape the area in front of a building wall and 

reduce the visual size of any unglazed walls. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Design richly detailed buildings that create a human 

scale along the public street. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Front façade faces the public street and front doors are 

visible and accessible from the public street. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Make the pedestrian level façade highly transparent. 

Locate active uses along the street at grade. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Figure 2.1 An example of a continuous streetscape (City of Ottawa Growth 
and Planning Department, 2006, p. 3) 
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The second category of guidelines 

address the built form. In this 

section, guidelines seven to 

eighteen cover a variety of issues 

regarding how new development 

interacts and integrates with the 

mainstreet and the surrounding 

development. Many of these 

guidelines specifically outline 

elements of building design. Other guidelines address characteristics of how buildings interact 

with the mainstreet, and how commercial development scales appropriately when adjacent to 

lower density neighbourhoods. These elements of the built form have been assessed for each 

case study through an analysis of field research notes and photographs. Guidelines regarding the 

preservation of heritage resources and internal circulation patterns were assessed through the use 

of GIS maps and Google Earth. 

2.3.3 Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Table 2-3: Pedestrians and Cyclists Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Pedestrians and 

Cyclists 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 9 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 9.1 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, 

p.125 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, p. 

12, 13, 16 

Connect pedestrian walkways between adjacent 

properties. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide clearly defined pedestrian access from public 

sidewalks to building entrances. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide two metre wide unobstructed pedestrian 

walkways along building façades and between the 

primary entrance and the public sidewalk. Make all 

other walkways at least 1.5 metres wide. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide weather protection at building entrances, 

transit stops and in places with pedestrian amenities. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide an unobstructed two metre wide sidewalk in 

the public right-of-way, across private access 

driveways. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide site furnishings at building entrances and 

amenity areas that don’t conflict with pedestrian 

circulation. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Guidelines nineteen to twenty-four focus on ensuring that pedestrians and cyclists along the 

mainstreet enjoy a high quality experience. These guidelines detail best practices for designing 

public sidewalks, connecting the sidewalk to buildings with pathways, ensuring that weather 

protection structures are provided in appropriate locations, and that street amenities do not 

Figure 2.2 Different building materials used to reduce the perception of building 
size (City of Ottawa Growth and Planning Department, 2006, p. 7) 
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obstruct any pathway or sidewalk. They 

were evaluated for each case study using 

photographs and filed observations notes. 

The policies within the Bank Street CDP 

were also analyzed to explore how they 

have integrated urban design guidelines for 

pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

2.3.4 Vehicles and Parking 

Table 2-4: Vehicles and Parking Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Vehicles and Parking 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 10 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 11.5, 11.6 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, 

p.13, 15 

Share vehicular access to parking areas between 

adjacent properties. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Link access drives and parking lots of adjacent 

properties in order to allow for the circulation of 

vehicles between sites. 

GIS maps and Google 

Earth imagery of the 

study areas. 

Locate surface parking spaces at the side or rear of 

buildings. Only have the minimum number of parking 

spaces required by the Zoning By-law. 

GIS maps and Google 

Earth imagery of the 

study areas, and direct 

observation. 

Locate parking structures in the interior of the block as 

intensification occurs. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Orient car parking spaces to minimize the number of 

traffic aisles that pedestrians must cross. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide a consistent width of landscape and pedestrian 

areas across the front of the site. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Guidelines 25 to 30 cover issues 

related to vehicle traffic. Several 

guidelines pertain to the 

placement of parking lots and 

structures, as well as how these 

areas are connected between sites. 

These elements were analyzed 

through GIS mapping and Google 

Earth. The remaining guidelines 

cover specific elements of 

parking spaces and landscaping. 

Figure 2.3 A continuous sidewalk across an intersection (City of 
Ottawa Growth and Planning Department, 2006, p. 9) 

Figure 2.4 Shared driveway connecting adjacent parking lots (City of Ottawa 
Growth and Planning Department, 2006, p. 10) 
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These guidelines were evaluated primarily based off of site observations. Maps and diagrams as 

well as new transportation policies within the Bank Street CDP were analyzed for how they 

incorporated guidelines for vehicle traffic. 

2.3.5 Landscape and Environment 

Table 2-5: Landscape and Environment Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Landscape and 

Environment 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 11-12 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 6.8, 11.5, 11.6, 13.10 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, 

p.17, 18 

  

Use continuous landscaping to reinforce pedestrian 

walkways within parking areas. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Select trees, shrubs, and other vegetation considering 

their tolerance to urban conditions, give preference to 

native species of the region of equal suitability. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Plant trees away from the curb next to private 

property when the boulevard is narrower than four 

metres. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Coordinate tree and street-light locations with above 

and below-grade utilities. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide a minimum three-metre-wide landscape area 

at the edges of sites adjacent to residential or 

institutional properties. 

Google Earth imagery and 

pictures from site visits.  

Provide a three-metre-wide landscape area along the 

edge of a site where parking areas are adjacent to a 

public street. Screen cars from view with landscaping. 

Google Earth imagery and 

pictures from site visits. 

Plant trees, shrubs and ground cover on any unbuilt 

portions of the site that are not required to meet 

minimum parking requirements. 

Google Earth imagery, 

direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Use green building technologies. (LEED) Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Protect heritage and mature trees on site by 

minimizing grade changes and preserving permeable 

surfaces. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Landscape areas between the building and the 

sidewalk with plantings, trees, street furniture, and 

walkways to the public sidewalk. 

Google Earth imagery, 

direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Provide a 2.5 metre wide landscape area along the 

site’s side and rear yards. 

Google Earth imagery and 

pictures from site visits. 

Plant street trees 7-10 metres apart along public 

streets and internal pedestrian walkways. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

The fifth category of guidelines address specific 

landscaping and environmental elements of the built 

environment. They primarily describe locations where 

landscaped areas should be placed relative to other 

elements of the build environment, as well as the 

recommended width for these landscaped areas. Also 

included in this section are guidelines that promote the 

Figure 2.5 Landscaping around a pathway 
within a parking lot (City of Ottawa Growth and 
Planning Department, 2006, p. 11) 
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use of native and drought resistant species in all landscaped areas. As in previous sections, 

photographs and research notes of each case study are the primary methods that inform the 

analysis process. Site observations were used in conjunction with research using Google Earth to 

draw conclusions regarding the extent to which landscape and environmental guidelines were 

implemented into new developments. 

2.3.6 Signs 

Table 2-6: Signs Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Signs 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 13 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 10.8 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, p. 

108-110 

  

Building signs respect established streetscape design 

objectives. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Eliminate visual clutter. Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Sign illumination that is task-oriented and avoid 

glare/light spillover. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits 

(at night). 

Ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs promote an 

active, pedestrian-friendly environment. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Prevent corporate images, colour, and signs from 

dominating public spaces. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Restrict temporary and portable signs. Prohibit 

billboards, revolving signs and roof signs on private 

property. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Guidelines 43 to 48 pertain to public and private signs. This section outlines best practices for 

maintaining controls on the influence that signs have on the streetscape. Specific guidelines 

address issues of sign locations, type, 

lighting, and the overall impact of 

signage on the built environment. 

Photographs taken during site visits 

were the primary method of analysis 

to evaluate and compare existing 

conditions between case studies. One 

guideline regarding sign lighting and 

glare and its effect on surrounding 

land uses required the researcher to 

return to each development site within 

both study areas at night to make 

observations.  

Figure 2.6 Corporate sign matching the scale of the building (City of 
Ottawa Growth and Planning Department, 2006, p. 13) 
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2.3.7 Servicing and Utilities 

Table 2-7: Servicing and Utilities Urban Design Guidelines 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Servicing and Utilities 
 

City of Ottawa Planning and 

Growth Management 

Department, 2006, p. 14 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 

2010, p. 9.7 

Maximize space efficiencies through share service and 

utility areas. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Enclose all utility equipment within buildings or screen 

them from both the arterial mainstreet and private 

properties to the rear. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Design lighting so that there is no glare or light spilling 

onto surrounding uses. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits 

(at night). 

Lighting that is appropriate to ground floor uses with a 

focus on pedestrian areas. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

Design secondary doors to blend in with the building 

façade. 

Direct observation and 

pictures from site visits. 

The final five guidelines address how utility structures are incorporated into the built 

environment. Guidelines cover issues regarding screening utility structures from pedestrians and 

adjacent developments, appropriate lighting design, and blending secondary doors into the 

facades of buildings. Guidelines in this section were evaluated through observations and 

photographs from site visits. As in the previous section, one guideline for servicing and utilities 

required the researcher to make observations at night regarding lighting and its effect on 

surrounding uses.  

2.4 Supporting Reports 

The City’s urban design guidelines include concepts and design elements that are associated with 

principles of Smart Growth. A detailed breakdown of each design guideline and supporting smart 

growth literature is included in Appendix 2.  

Several reports completed by students in the School of Urban and Regional Planning at Queen’s 

University have used smart growth principles to analyze public policy. Annamarie Burgess wrote 

a Master’s Report titled A Change to Form or Function? Using Smart Growth Criteria to 

Evaluate Alternate Zoning Methods in an Existing Neighbourhood. This report applies specific 

smart growth criteria to zoning policies in a New Brunswick community (Burgess, 2011). In 

2010, students from the School of Urban and Regional Planning produced the Billings Bridge 

Redevelopment Study (School of Urban and Regional Planning, 2010). This report proposes two 

design models, and analyses them based on Fleissig & Jacobsen’s smart growth principles, as 

expressed in a report found on the Environmental Protection Agencies website (Fleissig & 

Jacobsen, 2002).  
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Finally, a Master’s Report by Matthew Ippersiel examined how to design a traditional mainstreet 

in Lachine Quebec. He used a three-step process in a design handbook to assess suitable design 

guidelines for the community. He modified this process to match the scope and scale of the 

project and used his analysis to make recommendations to the community regarding new 

development (Ippersiel, 2013). Lessons learned from these reports helped inform the data 

collection and analysis process of this study. 

2.5 Limitations 

This study looked at the implementation of specific urban design guidelines on arterial 

mainstreets in Ottawa. Therefore, the applicability of this report’s findings are limited to the 

areas studied—specifically, the parts of Hazeldean Road and Bank Street that are designated 

arterial mainstreets. As well, individual urban design guidelines may be applied in different ways 

and to different degrees between developments within the same study area. For each case study, 

the researcher determined an overall score for every guideline based on the extent to which they 

were applied to new development, taking into account differing conditions across each study 

area. This may introduce the possibility of researcher bias, but it will be necessary to efficiently 

analyze the study areas.  

The size of each study area poses another limitation. The two arterial mainstreets that were 

analyzed are essentially development corridors consisting primarily of commercial buildings 

separated by large lots and surface parking areas. These conditions may result in certain sections 

of the mainstreets being over emphasized. The researcher has mitigated this concern by carefully 

planning out travel routes, and by identifying key development sites in the study areas before 

conducting field research. Finally, the time of year of during which field research was completed 

posed a limitation. As most of the field work was completed in the winter months, extreme 

weather conditions presented a challenged for the researcher to complete field research. 
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3.0 Case Study Background  

This chapter examines the geographical and development context of each case studies. Section 

3.1 looks at Hazeldean Road and the varying land uses and types of new development identified 

along the corridor. It also defines the Hazeldean Road study area. Section 3.2 details the land 

uses and development types along Bank Street, and also defines the Bank Street Study Area. 

Section 3.3 examines the relationship between the Bank Street Community Design Plan and other 

public policy planning documents. It also describes the types of policies contained within the 

Community Design Plan (CDP).  

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street were selected as comparative case studies in this report. Both 

sites are within the political boundaries of Ottawa, and have the same public policies applied to 

them—this allows for direct comparisons. They are both within the general urban area of Ottawa 

(City of Ottawa Planning and Growth Management Department, Mapping & Graphics Unit, 

2014). Hazeldean Road was selected due to the predominance of new development along the 

mainstreet in recent years. Bank Street was selected because a Community Design Plan was 

produced by municipal planners in 2012 to guide future development along the mainstreet.  

 

 

  

Map 3-1: Regional Map of the Municipality of Ottawa indicating study area locations 
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This presents the opportunity to analyze projected development patterns against existing 

conditions along Bank Street. Therefore, the Bank Street and the Bank Street Community Design 

Plan are the second and third case study units of analysis in this report respectively. 

New or future developments identified for each case study are evaluated within the Analysis 

chapter of this report. The Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets (UDGs) are used as 

criteria for the analysis. According to a Planner with the City of Ottawa, the UDGs were written 

by municipal planning staff to provide guidance to anyone who will develop or redesign an 

elements of the built environment along any arterial mainstreet in Ottawa. They are designed to 

achieve the broad goals within Ottawa’s Official Plan (OP), which includes the creation of 

compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented development (City of Ottawa, 2013). The UDGs are 

used within this report as a measure for how new or future development with achieve these OP 

mainstreet policy goals. 

3.1 Hazeldean Road  

Hazeldean Road is located in the west-end of Ottawa. It is outside of Ottawa’s greenbelt, and 

runs east to west connecting the suburban communities of Kanata and Stittsville. Between these 

communities, Hazeldean Road cuts through agricultural land that is in the process of being 

redeveloped into new commercial and residential areas. The road is designated as an arterial 

mainstreet from West Ridge Drive to the west and Eagleson Road to the east. The street design 

has been widened from two lanes to four lanes within the development timeframe identified in 

the Scope Section of the Methods 

Chapter. This enables the direct 

observation of the streetscape relative to 

the urban design guidelines for any 

location within the study area. The arterial 

mainstreet currently functions as a 

regional transportation corridor for West-

end Ottawa residents. Cycling lanes line 

both sides of the road. As well, both 

regular and express bus routes operate 

daily along the mainstreet.  Figure 3.1 A view along Hazeldean Road facing west, moderate 
vehicle traffic is present with a clearly defined and separated 
pedestrian environment. 
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New developments constructed along 

Hazeldean Road since the City Council 

approved the UDGs in 2006 were 

identified. This was completed through a 

comparison of satellite imagery between 

the timeframe of when the UDGs were 

approved and the most recent satellite 

imagery available using Google Earth. 

New development was almost exclusively 

contained within lots along the mainstreet 

between Kanata and Stittsville. Therefore, 

the study area was limited to the section of the mainstreet from Carp Road to the west and Terry 

Fox Road to the east. Both the Hazeldean Road study area and new developments examined in 

this report are identified in Appendix 1.  

New development within the Hazeldean Road study area can be differentiated based on the 

former type of land use. Areas that were previously agricultural have been subdivided into large 

lots for new commercial developments. These areas of greenfield development represent a 

majority of new development identified along Hazeldean Road. Smaller individual lots have also 

been redeveloped from previously underutilized land. These infill developments are typically 

small-scale individual buildings placed on 

small lots. Infill development locations are 

present throughout the study area. The mix 

of new large-scale and small-scale 

development locations along the 

mainstreet, as well as the recent redesign 

of the streetscape, provides an excellent 

opportunity to examine how the UDGs 

have impacted recent development 

projects. 

 

Figure 3.2 An example of the scale of new greenfield developments 
being constructed along Hazeldean Road. 

Figure 3.3 Along this section of Hazeldean Road, historical 
agricultural land uses are shown on the right (old farmhouse and 
open fields), and new greenfield commercial developments are 
shown on the left 
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3.2 Bank Street  

Bank Street runs north to south from downtown 

Ottawa to Greely. The portion of Bank Street 

included in the case study area begins to the 

north where Bank Street crosses over the Rideau 

River, and ends at Ledbury Park to the south. 

The study area is south of the downtown core, 

and immediately south of the community of Old 

Ottawa South. This section of Bank Street is 

within the urban area encircled by Ottawa’s greenbelt. This stretch of Bank Street was selected 

because it corresponds to the study area of the Bank Street Community Design Plan published in 

2012 (City of Ottawa, 2012). Utilizing the same study area enables direct comparisons between 

observations of recent developments and policies in the CDP that will affect future development 

projects along Bank Street. The Bank Street study area typically includes the streetscape and 

most properties within one block of the mainstreet.  

Developments along Bank Street constructed within the development timeframe of this report 

were identified using the same methods as the Hazeldean Road case study. Satellite imagery was 

compared between the time when the UDGs were approved by City Council and the most up to 

date imagery available on Google Earth. All new developments identified along Bank Street 

were individual buildings or building extensions on separate lots. These infill developments were 

located throughout the study area, and typically concentrated at major intersections. Both the 

Bank Street study area and new 

developments examined in this report are 

identified in Appendix 1.  

Within the study area, Bank Street is lined 

with a variety of commercial and 

residential land uses. Commercial 

developments include regional shopping 

centres, strip malls, and individual 

commercial buildings. There are also a  

Figure 3.4 A cross-section of Bank Street where it intersects 
with Walkley Road, heavy vehicle traffic is present 

Figure 3.5 A cross-section of Bank Street at Kilborn Avenue facing 
south, with small-scale commercial developments front onto the 
street (Google Earth, 2014) 
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variety of residential land uses along the 

mainstreet, with both townhouses and mid-

rise apartment buildings fronting onto Bank 

Street. The majority of areas surrounding 

the study area include suburban housing 

developments. Taken together, the varying 

scales of both commercial and residential 

development in and around the study area 

add to the complexity of encouraging new 

development that respects adjacent neighbourhoods and land uses. 

3.3 Bank Street Community Design Plan  

The third case study in this report examines the 

public policies within the Bank Street Community 

Design Plan. This CDP specifics design guidelines 

and concepts that will guide the future development 

of Bank Street. Sections Four, Five, and Six of the 

CDP contain the public policies analyzed within this 

report. Section Four includes policies for mobility 

and circulation, Section Five looks at land use and 

built form, and Section Six details public realm 

improvements. The CDP defines a study area 

beginning where Bank Street crosses over the Rideau 

River, and ends to the south at Ledbury Park. The 

same study area was used to examine recent 

development along Bank Street. According to a 

Planner with the City of Ottawa, a benefit of the 

Bank Street CDP is that it tailors the UDGs to fit the 

neighbourhood scale. The Bank Street CDP exists 

within a policy framework that includes other 

municipal planning documents within Ottawa’s OP. 

A Planner with the City of Ottawa contextualized the  

Figure 3.6 A cross-section of Bank Street at Kilborn Avenue facing 
north, with medium-scale commercial and residential properties 
along the street (Google Earth, 2014) 

Figure 3.7 An illustration in the Bank Street CDP of the 
Bank Street study area (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 2) 
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Figure 3.8 A map in the Bank Street CDP identifying different areas within the Bank Street study area (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 

20) 
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Bank Street CDP relative to the Bank Street Secondary Plan and 

specific zoning policies within Ottawa’s Zoning Bylaw. The 

Bank Street Secondary Plan provides the legal framework for 

the policies within the Bank Street CDP. It is found in Volume 

2a – Secondary Plans, within the City of Ottawa OP (City of 

Ottawa, 2013). The secondary plan lists the design policies and 

guidelines contained within the Bank Street CDP with only 

minor changes. The AM8 Subzone – Bank Street Subzone is a 

subzone of the City of Ottawa’s Arterial Mainstreet zoning by-

law. (City of Ottawa, 2014a). According to municipal planning 

staff, this subzone for arterial mainstreets was created as a direct 

result of the recommendations within the Bank Street CDP. This new zoning by-law designation 

is designed to facilitate new development typologies which reflect the recommendations within 

the CDP, and achieve the general mainstreet policy goals within the OP. 

The Bank Street CDP provides the opportunity to compare recent developments along Bank 

Street and Hazeldean Road to the design of future development within the Bank Street Study 

Area. These case studies enable an analysis of existing conditions between two different arterial 

mainstreets in Ottawa, as well as a comparison of existing and future development patterns. 

Therefore, the existing conditions of both mainstreets are compared, as well as the potential 

future conditions of Bank Street as it is presented within the Bank Street CDP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Bank Street Community 
Design Plan front cover (City of 
Ottawa, 2012, Cover Page) 
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4.0 Analysis 

Each case study has been given a score based on its degree of adherence to each urban design 

guideline through the evaluation of new developments on Hazeldean Road and Bank Street, as 

well as policies within the Bank Street Community Design Plan (CDP). Sections 4.1 to 4.7, 

which follow, divide the 53 guidelines into seven themes as they are presented in the City of 

Ottawa’s Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets. These themes include                      

1) Streetscape; 2) Built Form; 3) Pedestrians and Cyclists; 4) Vehicles and Parking; 5) 

Landscaping and Environment; 6) Signs; 7) Servicing and Utilities. Each section begins with a 

chart summarizing the scores of all three case studies for every guideline within the theme. For 

example, section 1.1 begins with a chart outlining how each case study scored in terms of each 

streetscape urban design guideline (guidelines 1-6). This overarching analysis is followed by a 

brief description of what was observed in each case study regarding the urban design guidelines 

for the theme in question. These sections conclude with an analysis of trends and patterns from 

research observations, and what these patterns imply for future development for the study areas. 

A description of each scoring symbol 

and its significance to a case study is  

shown in Table 4-1. This chapter 

concludes with a discussion of overall 

trends observed from each case study, 

and what these trends mean for the 

future development of Hazeldean 

Road and Bank Street. Possible 

implications for these trends are also 

considered—exploring how future 

development on Bank Street and 

Hazeldean Road could meet the goals 

of the City’s mainstreet policies.  

 

 

Table 4-1: Case Study Score Definitions 

 

Poor, new development or policies do not 

incorporate guideline. 

 

Fair, new development or policies 

occasionally incorporate guideline, and only 

at specific locations. 

 

Good, new development or policies 

incorporate guideline at about half of the 

locations examined in the study area. 

 

Very Good, new development or policies 

incorporate guideline for most of the study 

area with few exceptions/exemptions. 

 

Excellent, new development or policies 

always integrate guideline at all locations in 

the study area. 
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4.1 Streetscape 

Table 4-2: Streetscape Case Study Evaluation 

Streetscape Urban Design Guideline 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

1) New buildings placed on the public street edge. 

   
2) Provide a two-metre-wide concrete sidewalk. Also, provide a 

2-4 metre wide planted boulevard and a 1-3 metre landscape 

area in the right-of-way.    

3) Plant trees in four-metre-wide boulevards. If it is less than 

4.0 metres wide, plant the trees in the landscape area. 
   

4) Use buildings, landscaping, and other streetscape elements to 

create continuous streetscapes. 
   

5) Provide trees, decorative paving, benches and bicycle 

parking between the building and the curb. 
   

6) New buildings 0-3 metres back from the front property line, 

and 0-3 metres back from the side property line for corner sites. 
   

Guideline 1 – Streetscape 

New buildings placed on the public street edge. 

Recent development projects along Hazeldean 

Road placed new buildings along the public 

street edge. Small to medium-sized commercial 

buildings front onto the mainstreet and include 

a mix of strip malls and individual commercial 

buildings. However, these buildings often do 

not cover the entire lot frontage. Big-box stores 

have also been constructed with large setbacks 

from the mainstreet. Additionally, small-scale 

infill development have not placed new 

buildings on the public street edge. The 

buildings studied along Bank Street tended to 

front onto the public street edge if the lot was 

Figure 4.1 New buildings placed on the public street edge 
along Hazeldean Road 
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vacant prior to construction. New development that did not front onto the street was either an 

extension of an existing automobile-oriented commercial building, or were automotive-oriented 

businesses, including a gas station and a car dealership. The Bank Street CDP states that within 

nodes there must be a building wall on at least 70% of the lot frontage. The only exceptions are 

for gas stations, buildings expanding to up to 25% of their existing gross floor area, and lots 

which are less than 35 metres wide. For connecting areas in the study area, the CDP does a poor 

job guaranteeing that new buildings will be placed on the street edge, with the general exception 

of encouraging a 2-4 storey street wall along Bank Street.  

Guideline 2 – Streetscape 

Provide a two-metre-wide concrete sidewalk. Also, provide a 2-4 metre wide planted boulevard 

and a 1-3 metre landscape area in the right-of-way. 

A uniform two-metre-wide sidewalk was included on both sides of Hazeldean Road throughout 

the study area. However, the boulevard between the road and the sidewalk was inconsistent. It 

was typically two-metres-wide, but only present along two-thirds of the mainstreet. A one-metre-

wide landscaped area was provided for most locations. Along Bank Street, a two-metre-wide 

sidewalk was present at all locations where there has been new development. There were 

inconsistencies in the presence of boulevards, and the landscaped area is either absent or 

exceeded the three metre maximum width. The Bank Street CDP uses a modified cross-section  

Figure 4.2 Bank Street CDP modified cross-section (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 33) 
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for Bank Street’s streetscape based off of the illustration provided in the urban design guidelines 

for arterial mainstreets. The modified cross-section includes a minimum 1.8 metre wide 

sidewalks, a 0.6-0.9 metre boulevard on one side and a 1.5 metre boulevard on the other side that 

would house the existing hydro line, and a 1.5-3 metre landscaped area on the side of Bank 

Street opposite the hydro pole line. These modifications are due to the limited room available for 

the ROW in the study area. 

Guideline 3 – Streetscape 

Plant trees in four-metre-wide boulevards. If it is less than 4.0 metres wide, plant the trees in the 

landscape area. 

For most locations on Hazeldean Road, 

trees were planted in either the boulevard 

or the landscaped area on both sides of the 

street. Trees were typically seven metres 

apart, but in some areas were spaced 

closer together. The areas studied that 

were a result of infill development had 

fewer or less consistent tree plantings 

along the mainstreet. Along Bank Street, 

the majority of new development 

incorporated trees into the landscaped area 

fronting onto the public street. The main 

exception was a car dealership, where 

adding trees would have screened merchandise from the road. The Bank Street CDP requires that 

street trees are planted every 7-10 metres in the landscaped area along Bank Street.  

Guideline 4 – Streetscape 

Use buildings, landscaping, and other streetscape elements to create continuous streetscapes. 

The new buildings and landscaping along Hazeldean Road create a distinct streetscape that is for 

the most part continuous. Improvements can be made by placing additional buildings on the 

public street edge and making the landscaped boulevard continuous throughout the corridor. 

Figure 4.3 Trees planted in the landscaped area next to a new 
development along Bank Street 
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New development on Bank Street has had a mixed result in defining the streetscape. In some 

areas the buildings and landscaping combined to enhance the streetscape, while other areas had 

buildings that had large setbacks or non-existent landscaping along the street. The Bank Street 

CDP has a strong focus on the 

streetscape. It is a main component 

of the CDP’s vision statement, and 

the title of the first subsection in 

Chapter Six. Based on the policies 

within the Bank Street CDP, new 

development in the study area 

should create a unique streetscape 

through the inclusion of parkettes, 

public art, street trees, and 

appropriate design of commercial 

signs, and lighting. 

Guideline 5 – Streetscape 

Provide trees, decorative paving, benches and bicycle parking between the building and the 

curb. 

Trees are generally present between the 

buildings and the curb along Hazeldean Road. 

There were examples of decorative paving found 

where walking paths intersected with the 

sidewalk. Some sites include benches and 

bicycle parking at regular intervals, but the lack 

of consistency affected this case study score 

negatively. There was no location along Bank 

Street which successfully integrated trees, 

decorative paving, benches and bicycle parking 

between the building and the curb. Trees and 

bicycle parking seemed to be more common for 

new development, and while a few benches were 

Figure 4.4 An automotive-oriented development with a large setback and no 
landscaped area 

Figure 4.5 Decorative paving and pedestrian amenities 
along Hazeldean Road 
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visible, they were rarely cleared of snow. Trees are included in the CDP along Bank Street in the 

landscaped area of the modified cross-section design. Benches and bicycle parking are included 

in the parkette concept design, which should be present along the street at regular intervals (1-2 

blocks).  

Guideline 6 – Streetscape 

New buildings 0-3 metres back from the front property line, and 0-3 metres back from the side 

property line for corner sites. 

There has been a clear effort to place new buildings within three metres of the front lot line with 

new large-scale greenfield developments along Hazeldean Road. Buildings at the street edge for 

these developments are clearly within three metres of the lot line. However, not all of the lot 

frontage is taken up and larger-scale commercial development has been constructed towards the 

rear of the site. Smaller infill developments and a three-storey condominium development, while 

often addressing the mainstreet, have setbacks which greatly exceed three metres. Almost every 

new building along Bank Street exceeds the three metre setback maximum set by the urban 

design guideline. However there was a large variance where some buildings exceeded the 

maximum by a few metres while others were setback more than 25 metres. The CDP sets the 

maximum setback within nodes at three metres for non-residential and mixed-use buildings. This 

setback is increased to five metres if the building is on the side of the road with an overhead 

hydro line. The setback for residential buildings in nodes is set between 3-6 metres. The 

minimum setbacks for connecting areas use 

the regulations within the zoning by-law for 

arterial mainstreets (AM). Under these by-

laws, non-residential and mixed-use building 

have no minimum setback and residential 

buildings must be setback at least three 

metres. No maximum setbacks are provided. 

Implications 

Streetscape guidelines, in general, have been implemented more successfully than the other 

urban design guideline categories in the study areas. The conditions of new development in both 

case study areas usually represent some aspect of the intent of each guideline. The CDP scored 

strongly because of clear policies regarding building placement and streetscape design. It is 

Figure 4.6 A three-storey condominium complex off of 
Hazeldean Road with a large setback from the street 
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notable that infill development on Hazeldean Road had inconsistencies in boulevards, street 

trees, and building setbacks, whereas greenfield development was more consistent with these 

design elements. New development on Bank Street was exclusively infill development and had 

similar problems with streetscape continuity. As a result, the evaluation for new development on 

Bank Street were the weakest of the three case studies for this section. This indicates that infill 

development is not as strong at meeting the streetscape objectives of the urban design guidelines. 

4.2 Built Form 

Table 4-3: Built Form Case Study Evaluation 

Built Form Urban Design Guidelines 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

7) Protect existing fabric including significant buildings, trees, 

pedestrian routes, public facilities and pedestrian amenities. 
   

8) Provide significant architectural or landscape features at 

corner sites where there is no building. 
   

9) Building height to road corridor width ratio of 1:6 (low), 1:3 

(medium) and 1:2 (high). 
   

10) Internal circulation pattern that allows for logical 

movement throughout the site, which will accommodate 

intensification over time.    

11) Create intensified, mixed-use development, incorporating 

public amenities at nodes and gateways.  
   

12) Presence of coherent streetscapes. 

   

13) Buildings occupying the majority of the lot frontage. If the 

site is on a corner, the main entrance should be at the corner. 
   

14) Transition in the scale and density of the built form on the 

site when located next to lower density neighbourhoods. 
   

15) Landscape the area in front of a building wall and reduce 

the visual size of any unglazed walls. 
   

16) Design richly detailed buildings that create a human scale 

along the public street. 
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17) Front façade faces the public street and front doors are 

visible and accessible from the public street. 
   

18) Make the pedestrian level façade highly transparent. Locate 

active uses along the street at grade. 
   

Guideline 7 – Built Form 

Protect existing fabric including significant buildings, trees, pedestrian routes, public facilities 

and pedestrian amenities. 

For both greenfield and infill 

development projects on 

Hazeldean Road, all aspects of the 

landscape were changed between 

the previous conditions and the 

current design. In one example 

where development occurred near 

a heritage farmhouse, the new 

buildings blocked the view of the 

heritage house from the mainstreet. None of the pre-existing fabric was preserved in the new 

development studied along Bank Street, as based on satellite imagery from before and after each 

lot was redeveloped. Each site was completely redesigned to accommodate new buildings and 

new pathways and parking lots. The Bank Street CDP identifies one official heritage building 

within the study area, along with four additional buildings with heritage value. It recommends 

including bike paths on Billings Bridge as long as the heritage attributes of the bridge are 

protected. The CDP also recommends formalizing existing informal paths within the study area. 

Guideline 8 – Built Form 

Provide significant architectural or landscape features at corner sites where there is no building. 

Despite large areas of greenfield development as well as infill development along Hazeldean 

Road, there were no significant architectural or landscape features placed on corner sites that 

were clear of buildings. Parking lots were commonly located where empty corner sites abutted 

the mainstreet. Landscaping between the parking lot and the street was typically provided at 

Figure 4.7 New commercial buildings along Bank Street where no original 
aspects of the site were preserved during development 
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these corner sites. The only 

landmark observed on a 

corner site was a 

neighbourhood residential 

sign at the intersection of 

Hazeldean Road and 

Stittsville Main Street. At all 

corner sites of lots where 

there was no building on 

Bank Street, there were also no significant architectural or landscape features installed to enliven 

the area. Corner sites were simply left as landscaped areas serving as snow dumps at the time of 

observation. The only provision in the CDP for enhancing empty corner spaces is through the 

installation of parkettes. 

Guideline 9 – Built Form 

Building height to road corridor width ratio of 1:6 (low), 1:3 (medium) and 1:2 (high). 

Most new buildings along Hazeldean Road are single-storey commercial developments with a 

building height of 1.5 storeys (4.5 metres). In Table One of Annex One of the City of Ottawa’s 

OP, titled Road Classification and Rights-of-Way, most of Hazeldean Road within the study area 

has a Right-of-Way (ROW) to be protected of 37.5 metres (City of Ottawa, 2014b). Combined, 

these observations create a ratio of 4.5 metres : 37.5 metres, or 1:8.33. This is below the 

minimum ratio of 1:6. The few exceptions observed on Hazeldean Road included a three-storey 

residential condominium development and a two-storey building housing an automotive 

mechanic and carwash business. However, both of these developments are set back significantly 

from the public street edge, reducing the enclosure still further. 

For Bank Street, most new development also was single-storey commercial buildings about 4.5 

metres in height. Bank Street’s protected ROW within the study area is also 37.5 metres (City of 

Ottawa, 2014b). These numbers reflect the same result as with new development along 

Hazeldean Road, creating a ratio of 1:8.33 which does not meet the minimum ratio of 1:6. A 

significant exception is the five-storey hotel on Walkley Road, just west of Bank Street. With a 

ground-floor of 4.5 metres and four residential storeys at 2.7 metres each, the total building 

Figure 4.8 Neighbourhood community sign acting as a landmark on a corner site 
along Hazeldean Road 
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height is 15.3 metres. Coupled with a 

protected ROW for this section of Walkey 

Road of 26 metres (City of Ottawa, 2014b), 

the hotel achieved a ratio of 1:1.7, which is 

better than the advised ratio of 1:2 (high).  

In the Bank Street CDP, a streetwall of 2-4 

storeys is encouraged, with taller buildings 

having a step-back within this range. The 

first storey is encouraged to be 1.5 storeys at 

4.5 metres. If the storeys above the ground 

floor are 2.7 metres in height, this would 

result in a range of 7.2-12.6 metres for building height before the step-back. This, coupled with 

the corridor width between 25.7-36.4 metres (according to the modified cross-section, Figure 

4.2) would create a best case scenario (fourth-floor step-back and a 25.7 metre road width) of 

about 1:2.1 A worst case scenario (second-floor floor step-back and a 36.4 metre road width) of 

about 1:5.2 

Guideline 10 – Built Form 

Internal circulation pattern that allows for logical movement throughout the site, which will 

accommodate intensification over time. 

Large-scale commercial greenfield developments in the Hazeldean Road study area used traffic 

circles and an internal grid system of roads with controlled intersections to facilitate vehicle 

traffic flow. Walkways are also provided for pedestrians along these roads. The residential 

condominium development has its own internal road system around each building and effectively 

incorporates crosswalks and pedestrian pathways. Infill developments typically included isolated 

individual parking lots with their own access point off of the mainstreet. On Bank Street, newly 

developed parking lots for the most part allowed for a logical movement of vehicles and people 

internally and between sites. These parking lots limit future intensification as they are designed 

to provide parking for the associated business and are typically located towards the interior of 

                                                           
1 12.6 metre building height : 25.7 metre road width, 12.6:25.7 = 1:2.04 ≈ 1:2 
2 7.2 metre building height : 36.4 metre road width, 7.2:36.4 = 1:5.06 ≈ 1:5 

Figure 4.9 A five-storey hotel near Bank Street creating a high-
scale road width to building height ratio 
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lots. The CDP encourages the 

development of new local roads and 

access lanes to enable access to local 

parking lots and eliminate/minimize the 

number of driveways fronting onto Bank 

Street. As well, shared driveways 

between properties are encouraged. 

Regarding the future development of 

Billings Bridge shopping plaza, the CDP 

allows for the construction of temporary 

surface parking lots to hold for new 

intensification provided the approval of a detailed demonstration plan for how this would be 

accomplished. 

Guideline 11 – Built Form 

Create intensified, mixed-use development, incorporating public amenities at nodes and 

gateways.  

New buildings along Hazeldean Road do not 

represent intensified, mixed-use 

development. The vast majority of new 

buildings are single-use one-storey 

commercial businesses. Attempts have been 

made to give the perception of 

intensification through the construction of a 

1.5 storey façade and use of faux windows. 

As well, housing, offices, and commercial 

development are strictly separated. The majority of new buildings in the Bank Street study area 

were single-storey commercial development. The five-storey hotel places some medium density 

development near the intersection of Bank and Walkley. Very few public amenities have been 

incorporated into the area around these buildings. Only one building incorporated more than one 

type of land use, mixing retail and office spaces. The Bank Street CDP outlines a “hierarchy of 

intensification” for the study area (City of Ottawa, 2012). This refers to nodes and connecting 

Figure 4.10 An internal road connecting parking lots within a 
greenfield development on Hazeldean Road 

Figure 4.11 Faux windows incorporated into the facade of a strip 
mall along Hazeldean Road 
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areas within the study area. A special zoning by-law designation (AM8) was created based on the 

recommendations within the CDP for node areas. AM8 zoning increases the building height 

allowance, limits non-residential uses to 50% of the allowed floor space index, as well as other 

provisions. This designation is designed to create intensified and mix-use development within 

nodes. 

Guideline 12 – Built Form 

Presence of coherent streetscapes. 

The streetscape along Hazeldean was reinforced through consistent landscaping and public 

signage. Public art has been incorporated into lighting and bridge design to create a unique, 

pedestrian-oriented streetscape. The coherence of the streetscape was affected negatively from a 

lack of buildings on the public street edge, with parking lots taking up about half the frontage for 

new large-scale developments. In general, the new developments along Bank Street do not 

establish a coherent streetscape. While some areas clearly define pedestrian locations that are 

separated from the road using boulevards; the building scale or large setbacks lessen the 

continuity of the streetscape along Bank Street. Creating a coherent streetscape is one of the 

main purposes of the Bank 

Street CDP. The modified 

streetscape cross-section, 

along with recommendations 

for providing consistent 

lighting and street trees are 

designed to create streetscape 

which produces a unique sense 

of place.  

Guideline 13 – Built Form 

Buildings occupying the majority of the lot frontage. If the site is on a corner, the main entrance 

should be at the corner. 

New buildings occupy about half of their lot frontages on Hazeldean Road. Infill development 

primarily consisted of automotive-oriented businesses. Even when these buildings addressed the 

public street, the buildings were set back away from the front property line. Large-scale 

developments included businesses at the front of the property line, but equally included parking 

Figure 4.12 New commercial development off of Bank Street with large setback 
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lots. Half of the buildings identified as new development along Bank Street were placed on or 

near the street edge at the front of the lot. Buildings not placed on the front of lots were typically 

associated with automotive uses, or were constructed onto an existing building to create a strip 

mall. One building located on a corner 

site incorporated a building entrance at 

this location. For the CDP within nodes, 

new buildings are required to take up at 

least 70% of the lot frontage with a few 

exceptions. However within connecting 

areas, according to the AM zoning 

designation there are no maximum 

setbacks. This indicates that new 

buildings are not specifically required to 

be placed on the lot frontage.  

Guideline 14 – Built Form 

Transition in the scale and density of the built form on the site when located next to lower density 

neighbourhoods. 

Only two locations on Hazeldean Road had new large-scale commercial developments placed 

adjacent to residential neighbourhoods. In both cases, a wide landscaped area has been 

constructed and includes trees and a tall fence to screen the commercial development from 

residential properties. As well, both the commercial development and residential houses are the 

same scale, about two storeys tall, therefore no transitions are needed. Since most new buildings 

on Bank Street are single-storey commercial developments, they are the same as the surrounding 

residential properties. As well, both the commercial development and residential houses are the 

same scale, about two storeys tall, therefore no transitions are needed. Since most new buildings 

on Bank Street are single-storey commercial developments, they are the same as the surrounding 

communities. This indicates that new developments are not intensifying the area, rather they are 

infill developments built to the existing scale of the community. The CDP consistently requires 

that new buildings be designed to transition appropriately between high, medium, and low 

density areas. Specific height restrictions have been developed for locations where adjacent 

neighbourhoods are a concern. Specifically, the CDP designates special building heights and 

Figure 4.13 A new building on Bank Street with an entrance located on 
a corner site 
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land uses for locations in the Kaladar area, a former industrial site within the Bank Street study 

area and next to a low density neighbourhood. 

Guideline 15 – Built Form 

Landscape the area in front of a building wall and reduce the visual size of any unglazed walls. 

New buildings in the Hazeldean Road study area were generally well landscaped with plantings, 

and had facades designed to reduce the 

visual impact of building walls. This was 

typical for small to medium sized 

commercial buildings representing the 

majority of new development. For some 

areas, this effect is overshadowed by large-

scale big box stores placed to the rear of 

new developments– two-storey walls were 

left without landscaping and had plain 

opaque monolithic facades. New Figure 4.15 The monolithic facade of a big box store in a greenfield 
development along Hazeldean Road 

Figure 4.14 Demonstration plan in the Bank Street CDP for the redevelopment of the Kaladar industrial area (City of Ottawa, 
2012, p. 55) 
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development along Bank Street has little or no landscaping next to building walls. Some 

buildings had plantings running along a few exterior walls, but these plantings were ineffective 

at breaking up the monolithic appearance of the buildings. Landscaping in front of buildings is 

not specifically mentioned in the Bank Street CDP. However, consistent landscaping and tree 

plantings are encouraged both in the public and private ROW. 

Guideline 16 – Built Form 

Design richly detailed buildings that create a human scale along the public street. 

There are a number of issues with the design of new buildings along Hazeldean Road which 

impact their effectiveness at creating a human scale. While a good amount of pedestrian-oriented 

detail has been added to facades of buildings on the front of lots, these buildings remain 

separated by parking lots and are essentially commercial single-unit separated box stores. A new 

condominium complex development included richly designed buildings and created a sense of 

human scale for the residence. However, these buildings are placed away from the arterial 

mainstreet. For new developments on Bank Street, there was a significant difference between 

buildings’ facades facing the public street and those facing other buildings. The buildings not 

based on automotive uses were generally well designed using different materials and 

architectural features to create a human scale along the public street. Facades facing away from 

the mainstreet were monolithic and void of detail. There are several provisions in the Bank Street 

CDP which are designed to encourage 

the development of detailed buildings 

that create a human scale. The CDP 

suggests that buildings with long 

frontages should be broken up by 

architectural features or other design 

elements every twenty metres. As well, 

the required step-back for taller 

buildings helps create a human scale of 

development. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 An illustrative example in the Bank Street CDP of a third-
storey step-back creating a human scale (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 45) 
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Guideline 17 – Built Form 

Front façade faces the public street and front doors are visible and accessible from the public 

street. 

While there are façades designed 

for pedestrians along the public 

street edge, almost all commercial 

development examined along 

Hazeldean Road had front doors 

placed towards internal parking 

lots. Even when pathways 

connected the public sidewalk to 

walkways leading to the front 

doors, these front doors were not 

visible from the road. On Bank Street, only one new building had its front façade facing the 

public street and was easily accessible from the public street edge. The remaining development 

either was set back making people walk along internal roads to reach front doors, or their 

primary entrance was placed onto an internal parking lot. The CDP states that buildings should 

have front doors onto the street and be accessible to pedestrians.  

Guideline 18 – Built Form 

Make the pedestrian level façade highly transparent. Locate active uses along the street at 

grade. 

Many commercial buildings on Hazeldean 

Road had highly transparent facades and 

included active uses. Unfortunately, these 

facades face the interior of lots towards 

parking areas instead of the public street. 

About half of the surface area of the facades 

facing the public street were glass, and often 

include advertisement posters in the 

windows or featured tinted glass. Some new 

buildings on Bank Street were successful at 

making the pedestrian façade highly 

Figure 4.17 Front facades and main entrances facing an internal parking lot 
in a greenfield development along Hazeldean Road 

Figure 4.18 New development on Bank Street with a highly 
transparent facade 
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transparent. There were few active uses incorporated at grade along the public street in new 

developments. One good example of a new development meeting this guideline on Bank Street 

was a coffee shop placed right on the street edge, with concrete steps providing clear pedestrian 

access. There are no provisions in the Bank Street CDP for requiring new development to 

incorporate transparent facades into the building design. Active uses are encouraged along the 

street at locations where parking structures front onto the mainstreet, and included within the 

suggested design of parkettes. 

Implications 

New development along both Hazeldean Road and Bank Street largely failed to meet the 

standards of the built form urban design guidelines. They principally did not represent an 

intensification of the built environment. Instead they consisted of mostly single-storey 

commercial developments. New development also did not integrate mixed-uses within buildings, 

nor create a healthy mix of different uses within the study areas.  

Two other problems were consistently observed with most development on both mainstreets; 

excessive building setbacks and parking lots fronting onto the public street. Large setbacks from 

infill developments detracted from the pedestrian environment and took away the sense of a 

human-scaled environment. Parking lots fronting onto both mainstreets through infill and 

greenfield development separated buildings from one another, increasing the scale of the built 

environment for pedestrians. The CDP scored well for built form guidelines because of specific 

design concepts included in the report. Policies in the CDP which include the incorporation of 

interesting architectural features to buildings along the public street, and building access roads to 

improve traffic flow, are dynamic solutions to implement the built form urban design guidelines 

not currently being implemented by recent new development.  As well, a special zoning 

designation unique to nodes in the Bank Street study area should be effective at encouraging 

mixed-use development. 
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4.3 Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Table 4-4: Pedestrian and Cyclists Case Study Evaluation 

Pedestrian and Cyclists Urban Design Guidelines 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

19) Connect pedestrian walkways between adjacent properties. 

   

20) Provide clearly defined pedestrian access from public 

sidewalks to building entrances. 
   

21) Provide two metre wide unobstructed pedestrian walkways 

along building façades and between the primary entrance and the 

public sidewalk. Make all other walkways at least 1.5 metres wide. 
   

22) Provide weather protection at building entrances, transit 

stops and in places with pedestrian amenities. 
   

23) Provide an unobstructed two metre wide sidewalk in the 

public right-of-way, across private access driveways. 
   

24) Provide site furnishings at building entrances and amenity 

areas that don’t conflict with pedestrian circulation. 
   

Guideline 19 – Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Connect pedestrian walkways between adjacent properties. 

The connectivity of walkways 

between properties varied for 

new developments in the 

Hazeldean Road study area. 

Some development locations 

included continuous walkways 

which enabled pedestrian access 

between buildings. Other 

locations simply provided access 

from buildings to the public 

sidewalk and did not connect these walkways between buildings. Infill development locations 

were constructed as isolated units and fenced in from neighbouring properties. Where walkways 

are included as an element of the build environment in new developments off of Bank Street, 

Figure 4.19 Design concept of a multi-use path in the Bank Street CDP (City of 
Ottawa, 2012, p. 38) 
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they typically connect directly to the public sidewalk. Because lot frontages for new 

developments are relatively small in size, these connections to the public sidewalk provide 

effective pedestrian access to adjacent properties. The CDP emphasises creating pedestrian 

connections along Bank Street. Suggested new multi-use paths and east-west sidewalks will 

connect adjacent properties in the study area and improve pedestrian connections to surrounding 

communities.  

Guideline 20 – Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Provide clearly defined pedestrian access from public sidewalks to building entrances. 

The quality of pedestrian access to building entrances varies between new developments on 

Hazeldean Road. Pedestrian access was occasionally provided from the public sidewalk to 

specific buildings at certain locations for large-scale developments. Additional opportunities to 

provide pedestrian access to building entrances have been ignored. Some pedestrian access 

walkways were not cleared of snow at the time of site visits and therefore were ineffective in 

providing pedestrian access. For most buildings 

studied along Bank Street, pedestrian walkways 

connected front entrances directly to public 

sidewalks. There are a few exceptions including a car 

dealership, and one instance where a pathway led to a 

painted crosswalk to access stores in a strip mall. 

There is no mention of building entrances in the Bank 

Street CDP. While the CDP provides direction for 

constructing/reconstructing sidewalks and mixed-use 

paths, it does not require clearly defined pedestrian 

access from the public sidewalk to front entrances of 

new buildings. In the CDP, guideline five for 

building design recommends that buildings along 

Bank Street should have front doors that are easily 

accessible for pedestrians. 

 

 

Figure 4.20 A pedestrian walkway connecting the 
public sidewalk on Bank Street to the front entrance 
of a commercial development 
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Guideline 21 – Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Provide two metre wide unobstructed pedestrian walkways along building façades and between 

the primary entrance and the public sidewalk. Make all other walkways at least 1.5 metres wide. 

This guideline was generally followed by all 

types of new development on Hazeldean 

Road. Every development had pedestrian 

walkways leading from the public sidewalk 

to pathways surrounding the building. These 

pathways were connected to the front 

entrances and provided effective pedestrian 

access. Infill developments generally did not 

include pathways around building facades, 

but did have pathways connecting parking 

lots to front entrances. In general, pedestrian walkways were well incorporated into each new 

development along Bank Street with the exception of the car dealership. While some of these 

pathways were not two metres wide, they provided unobstructed pedestrian access from building 

facades to the public sidewalk. The CDP does not explicitly require pedestrian walkways along 

the facades of new buildings or clear pedestrian access from the primary entrance of buildings to 

the public sidewalk. However, the CDP includes recommendations regarding node two 

(Intersection of Bank Street and Heron Road) that new buildings should have front doors 

opening onto public streets, and that pedestrian walkways should connect between buildings to 

improve connectivity to surrounding neighbourhoods.   

Guideline 22 – Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Provide weather protection at building entrances, 

transit stops and in places with pedestrian 

amenities. 

Large-scale commercial developments on 

Hazeldean Road usually incorporated weather 

protection at building entrances. Some weather 

protection was observed at public bus stops. In 

some instances, weather protection at front doors 

opened onto internal parking lots instead of the 
Figure 4.22 Weather protection included in the design of 
new buildings along Bank Street 

Figure 4.21 Pathway connecting commercial development to 
the public sidewalk along Hazeldean Road 
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public street. Smaller-scale infill developments did not incorporate weather protection into 

building design. At sites along Bank Street, weather protection at building entrances were 

inconsistent between developments. Some new buildings had protective awnings across their 

front façade while other buildings were lacking any weather protection structures. Weather 

protection devices were not an element of the built environment that was considered within the 

Bank Street CDP. 

Guideline 23 – Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Provide an unobstructed two metre wide sidewalk in the public right-of-way, across private 

access driveways. 

A two metre wide sidewalk was uniformly included on both sides of Hazeldean Road throughout 

the corridor. The sidewalks are continuous across all private access lanes and driveways at all 

new development locations. The sidewalks do not continue across public roads, and are instead 

replaced by crosswalk lines at major 

intersections. For all new development 

locations along Bank Street, a two metre wide 

public sidewalk is provided and continues 

uninterrupted across all observed private 

driveway entrances. The Bank Street CDP 

contains provisions to enhance public 

sidewalks by making them wider and more 

consistent throughout the study area. The 

modified cross-section for Bank Street 

provides for a 1.8 metre to 2.4 metre wide 

sidewalk on both sides of the road. It is 

implied that this would remain consistent 

across private driveway entrances.  

Guideline 24 – Pedestrians and Cyclists 

Provide site furnishings at building entrances and amenity areas that don’t conflict with 

pedestrian circulation. 

Few site furnishings were observed in the built environment at new development locations along 

Hazeldean Road. Bicycle parking was infrequently found at building entrances and bus stops. 

Figure 4.23 An example on Bank Street where the public 
sidewalk continues across private access driveways 
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Seating areas were occasionally placed along the 

mainstreet. These amenities were too far spaced 

out to effectively encourage active transportation 

users. A lack of furnishings was observed as well 

at new development locations along Bank Street. 

Where benches and garbage receptacles were 

present, they were generally placed to not interfere 

with pedestrian movements. However, these 

furnishings were also inaccessible as they were 

not cleared of snow at the time field observations were completed. In the CDP, the suggested 

design for parkettes incorporates seating, bike racks, trash receptacles, and plantings. Parkettes 

are proposed at regular intervals along Bank Street. 

Implications 

The Bank Street CDP overall scored poorly on pedestrian and cyclists urban design guidelines 

when compared to new development examined on both Bank Street and Hazeldean Road. The 

CDP scored poorly because of differences between the specific goal of guiding intensification on 

Bank Street and the general mainstreet policy goals informing the urban design guidelines. The 

CDP makes specific recommendations for public pedestrian infrastructure improvements on 

Bank Street, while the urban design guidelines state general policies for the design of new 

individual developments. The specific recommendations for new pedestrian pathways in the 

CDP did not explicitly mandate the incorporation of half the pedestrian and cyclists urban design 

guidelines into new developments. Regarding the existing conditions of new development on 

each mainstreet, both case studies had similar scores with Bank Street receiving slightly better 

results. This is potentially due to Bank Street’s proximity to downtown, and from a longer 

history of urban development as opposed to the new greenfield developments on Hazeldean 

Road. While it is encouraging that new development has been moderately successful with 

incorporating pedestrian and cyclists urban design guidelines, pedestrian infrastructure must be 

properly maintained in winter months and incorporate additional amenities to create pedestrian-

oriented public places with a human scale of development. 

 

Figure 4.24 Parkette design concept in the Bank Street 
CDP (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 58) 
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4.4 Vehicles and Parking 

Table 4-5: Vehicles and Parking Case Study Evaluation 

Vehicles and Parking Urban Design Guideline 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

25) Share vehicular access to parking areas between adjacent 

properties. 
   

26) Link access drives and parking lots of adjacent properties in 

order to allow for the circulation of vehicles between sites. 
   

27) Locate surface parking spaces at the side or rear of 

buildings. Only have the minimum number of parking spaces 

required by the Zoning By-law.    

28) Locate parking structures in the interior of the block as 

intensification occurs. 
   

29) Orient car parking spaces to minimize the number of traffic 

aisles that pedestrians must cross. 
   

30) Provide a consistent width of landscape and pedestrian 

areas across the front of the site. 
   

Guideline 25 – Vehicles and Parking 

Share vehicular access to parking areas between adjacent properties. 

There was a clear difference between new 

greenfield and infill development on Hazeldean 

Road for providing vehicle access to parking 

areas. Greenfield developments used traffic-light 

controlled intersections off of the mainstreet to 

provide vehicle access. Infill developments and 

the residential condominium development 

included private access driveways into 

segregated parking areas. Parking lots tended to 

be shared between adjacent buildings on Bank 

Street. Each parking lot served the parking 

requirements of adjacent commercial buildings. 

Some of the new commercial developments had 

Figure 4.25 Bank Street CDP illustration of a shared public 
parking lot (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 48) 
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their own dedicated parking lots. A policy direction set within the CDP is to limit the number of 

driveway entrances off of Bank Street. To accomplish this, the document encourages shared 

access and shared parking between properties. 

Guideline 26 – Vehicles and Parking 

Link access drives and parking lots of adjacent properties in order to allow for the circulation of 

vehicles between sites. 

Access points to internal parking lots for large-scale commercial developments are shared at 

controlled intersections along Hazeldean Road. Internal roads provided easy access throughout 

these development sites between businesses. However, there were few connections to external 

developments from these commercial areas. Small-scale infill developments typically had their 

own private access driveway off the public road. Along Bank Street, vehicle access is provided 

to parking lots in a number of ways which minimize the disruption to traffic. Where possible, 

main or additional parking lot entrances 

have been built on adjacent roads. Some 

opportunities have been missed to link new 

parking lots to existing parking lots. Within 

the built form design guideline section, the 

CDP indicates that parking lots should be 

accessed by local streets and rear lanes. 

These streets would link adjacent parking 

areas and improve vehicle circulation 

between sites and reduce vehicle traffic on 

Bank Street. 

Guideline 27 – Vehicles and Parking 

Locate surface parking spaces at the side or rear of buildings. Only have the minimum number 

of parking spaces required by the Zoning By-law. 

Within the Hazeldean Road study area, new developments included extensive surface parking 

areas. While some parking areas have been located internally, there are many locations on 

Hazeldean Road that have parking lots fronting onto the public street. Parking areas for large 

greenfield development sites have been maximized to cover all parts of the lot not taken up by 

buildings. Surface parking for new developments in the Bank Street study area tend to front onto 

Figure 4.26 An access road between adjacent properties in new 
greenfield development on Hazeldean Road 
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Bank Street. This is because these parking lots 

existed prior to the infill development. Where new 

parking lots have been constructed, they are 

located on the rear yard of lots. The Bank Street 

CDP actively discourages parking between the 

street and the building, and states that parking 

should be provided in the rear yard. If the rear 

yard is too shallow for a parking lot, then a side 

yard parking lot is recommended provided that it 

contains only one isle of parking. The CDP also 

standardizes the municipal parking requirements 

in the study area to minimize the burden on 

developers to meet the minimum parking requirements when redeveloping small lots. Finally, the 

CDP calls for the development of a parking management strategy that would encourage the 

redevelopment of small lots by loosening onerous minimum parking standards in the area. 

Guideline 28 – Vehicles and Parking 

Locate parking structures in the interior of the block as intensification occurs. 

No parking structures were observed during site visits to new development locations along 

Hazeldean Road. Given the extensive surface parking found at most locations, future infill 

development must displace parking lots which currently occupy lot frontage. These parking lots 

would then be replaced by parking structures located toward the interior of the lot. The only 

example of a parking structure found 

along Bank Street was a two-level 

parking lot located between two five-

storey buildings of a hotel 

development. This structure was 

located in the interior of the lot and 

serves as an excellent example of new 

development meeting this guideline. 

While a great deal of attention is given 

to how parking lots are designed and 

Figure 4.28 The only parking structure found in both study areas, a two-
level parking lot placed in the interior of the site between two five-
storey hotels off Bank Street 

Figure 4.27 Bank Street CDP design concepts for parking 
lots in side and read yards (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 47) 
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where they should be located in the Bank Street CDP, it gives little direction to where parking 

structures should be placed on lots. Urban design guideline seven for parking and access states 

that at grade active uses should be included if a parking structure fronts onto Bank Street. This 

suggests that it is acceptable for new parking structures be built fronting onto the street edge, 

rather than within the interior of the block. 

Guideline 29 – Vehicles and Parking 

Orient car parking spaces to minimize the number of traffic aisles that pedestrians must cross. 

Parking spaces in large-scale surface parking lots examined on Hazeldean Road comply with this 

guideline. Small parking lots for individual commercial buildings were typically designed so that 

no traffic isles were created by parking spaces. Most of the parking lots associated with new 

development in the Bank Street study area were too small to have more than one or two traffic 

isle. Within these parking lots, traffic isles were usually oriented so that pedestrians did not have 

to cross a traffic isle. 

Regarding the design of 

side yard parking lots on 

Bank Street, the CDP 

permits only one traffic isle. 

While the CDP does not 

indicate policy for traffic 

isles for other types of 

parking lots, it does locate 

new parking lots to rear 

yards, reducing their impact 

on pedestrians on the main 

street. 

Guideline 30 – Vehicles and Parking 

Provide a consistent width of landscape and pedestrian areas across the front of the site. 

The width of the pedestrian and landscaped areas along Hazeldean Road is consistent throughout 

the study area. Small differences exist in the landscaped areas when comparing large-scale 

commercial greenfield development which were uniformly designed altogether, and infill 

locations which were subject to incremental development over time. New development on Bank 

Figure 4.29 Small parking lot along Bank Street 
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Street had consistent landscaped 

and pedestrian areas along the 

mainstreet. The pedestrian area 

was uniform between all 

locations. However, between 

properties there were differences 

in the width of the landscaped 

area. Some locations had a 

landscaped area in excess of six 

metres while other locations 

were missing the landscaped 

area altogether. A consistent width of landscaping and pedestrian area is provided for the front of 

all properties fronting onto Bank Street based on the modified cross-section of the streetscape in 

the Bank Street CDP. 

Implications 

Overall the Bank Street CDP was the most successful case study in implementing the vehicles 

and parking urban design guidelines for arterial mainstreets. The CDP would have scored better 

for parking structures if there was a policy statement which clearly identified that parking 

structures should be located towards the interior or rear of lots. The CDP’s overall success 

indicates that it can be an effective tool for setting and regulating area specific policies on the 

provision of parking spaces for mainstreets in Ottawa. Regarding new development on both 

mainstreets, greenfield development generally had shared vehicle access between sites and 

included internal roadways for a logical flow of traffic between sites. However, at present there 

are few external connections made by greenfield development to surrounding communities on 

Hazeldean Road. Infill development negatively affected scores because of dedicated driveways 

and inconsistent landscaping. Also, new development for both mainstreets typically maximized 

the amount of surface parking on site. The extensive amount of surface parking at all 

development locations for both case study areas indicate that a stronger mechanism to minimize 

parking at new developments is needed than urban design guidelines. The relative success of the 

Bank Street CDP in this category compared to the other case studies indicates that a CDP could 

be an effective means to limit surface parking for mainstreets in Ottawa for future developments. 

Figure 4.30 Looking west along Hazeldean Road, pedestrian and landscaped 
areas remain consistent at greenfield development locations 
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4.5 Landscaping and Environment 

Table 4-6: Landscaping and Environment Case Study Evaluation 

Landscape and Environment Urban Design Guidelines 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

31) Use continuous landscaping to reinforce pedestrian 

walkways within parking areas. 
   

32) Select trees, shrubs, and other vegetation considering their 

tolerance to urban conditions, give preference to native species 

of the region of equal suitability.    

33) Plant trees away from the curb next to private property 

when the boulevard is narrower than four metres. 
   

34) Coordinate tree and street-light locations with above and 

below-grade utilities. 
   

35) Provide a minimum three-metre-wide landscape area at the 

edges of sites adjacent to residential or institutional properties. 
   

36) Provide a three-metre-wide landscape area along the edge 

of a site where parking areas are adjacent to a public street. 

Screen cars from view with landscaping.    
37) Plant trees, shrubs and ground cover on any unbuilt 

portions of the site that are not required to meet minimum 

parking requirements.    

38) Use green building technologies. (LEED) 

   

39) Protect heritage and mature trees on site by minimizing 

grade changes and preserving permeable surfaces. 
   

40) Landscape areas between the building and the sidewalk 

with plantings, trees, street furniture, and walkways to the 

public sidewalk.    

41) Provide a 2.5 metre wide landscape area along the site’s 

side and rear yards. 
   

42) Plant street trees 7-10 metres apart along public streets and 

internal pedestrian walkways. 
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Guideline 31 – Landscaping and Environment 

Use continuous landscaping to reinforce pedestrian walkways within parking areas. 

Pedestrian walkways were found in some 

parking areas of new development along 

Hazeldean Road. Where present, the amount 

of landscaping installed to buffer these 

walkways varied between locations. Some 

walkways were simply bordered by parking 

or internal roads and had no landscaping. 

Other examples had landscaped areas 

buffering the path from parking areas, but 

were exposed to traffic on the other side. A 

few examples were observed where 

landscaping was provided and effectively 

sheltered pedestrians from vehicles on both 

sides of the walkway. Few pedestrian walkways were present within parking lot areas examined 

within the Bank Street study area. The few that were observed typically connected the front 

doors of buildings to the public sidewalk. These pathways had landscaping on one side which 

insulated them from parking areas, but were exposed on the other side to driveway traffic. 

Pedestrian walkways within parking lots are not an element of the built environment that was 

considered within the Bank Street CDP. 

Guideline 32 – Landscaping and Environment 

Select trees, shrubs, and other vegetation considering their tolerance to urban conditions, give 

preference to native species of the region of equal suitability. 

Trees were planted extensively along Hazeldean Road and on some internal driveways and 

pedestrian walkways. Bushes were planted for screening purposes at the edges of parking lots 

and beside pedestrian pathways. In general these are standard and uniform plantings with little 

attempt at diversification of plant species. Small shrub plantings and grass cover were observed 

in landscaped areas along pathways and against building facades. While grass and small shrubs 

can sometimes be drought-resistant, there are other drought-resistant native species which could 

have been used, for example cedar trees. Recently planted trees and shrubs were present along 

Figure 4.31 An excellent example from greenfield development on 
Hazeldean Road where a pedestrian pathway within a parking 
lots is buffered on both sides with plantings 
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Walkley Road and for some sites along Bank 

Street. The CDP includes references to choosing 

native plant species in their design for parkettes. 

The plan also includes the environmental 

restoration of Ledbury Park through planting 

native plant and tree species and the removal of 

invasive species. 

 

 

Guideline 33 – Landscaping and Environment 

Plant trees away from the curb next to private property when the boulevard is narrower than 

four metres. 

When not placed in the boulevard, trees are planted across most sites in the landscaped area next 

to private property along Hazeldean Road. At several locations there is a lack of street trees. 

These locations typically were developed through infill development and have no boulevard and 

an inadequate landscaped area beside the public sidewalk to accommodate trees. Trees were 

planted within the landscaped area along the front of properties for the locations examined along 

Bank Street. The only exception is a car 

dealership where there is no boulevard or 

landscaped area, and therefore no trees. 

The modified cross-section for Bank 

Street’s streetscape in the CDP includes 

trees every 7-10 metres on one the side of 

the road opposite the overhead hydro line. 

It also encourages private landowners to 

plant trees in the private ROW. 

Guideline 34 – Landscaping and Environment 

Coordinate tree and street-light locations with above and below-grade utilities. 

Trees and streetlights were not coordinated with above-grade utilities on Hazeldean Road. There 

was a large-scale hydro-line running the length of the corridor on the north side of the road. 

Street trees were planted on both sides of the road, but setback from the hydro-line to avoid 

Figure 4.33 Infill development on Hazeldean Road with no boulivard 
and a landscaped area blocked by a guard rail fence 

Figure 4.32 Trees and shrubs in landscaped areas along 
Walkley Road near Bank Street 
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conflict. As well, both automotive and 

pedestrian-oriented street lighting exists 

throughout the study area. There was no effort 

to coordinate the two types of lighting onto 

one set of light poles. Along Bank Street, 

street lights are installed on the poles of a 

hydro-line that runs north-south. Trees have 

been planted opposite the hydro-line in most 

cases. This represents good coordination 

regarding street trees, lighting fixtures, and 

above-grade utilities to prevent conflict in the 

design of the streetscape. However, in the Bank Street CDP, a 25.7-36.4 metre ROW (according 

to the modified cross-section) is defined for the mainstreet. This space should be able to 

accommodate street trees on either side of the mainstreet regardless of the presence of a utility 

line. The Bank Street CDP also includes a recommended design for street lighting which would 

incorporate both vehicle and pedestrian-oriented lighting fixtures on the same utility poles, and 

for lighting to be joined onto existing above-grade utilities where feasible. 

Guideline 35 – Landscaping and Environment 

Provide a minimum three-metre-wide landscape area at the edges of sites adjacent to residential 

or institutional properties. 

There are two major locations where new commercial development was built adjacent to 

residential neighbourhoods, and 

one location where new 

residential condominiums were 

constructed next to a school 

along Hazeldean Road. In all 

cases, a three-metre-wide 

landscaped area buffered new 

development from residential and 

institutional properties. All 

developments examined in the 
Figure 4.35 Large-scale commercial development buffered using a wide 
landscaped area with planted trees and fencing 

Figure 4.34 An example in the Bank Street CDP of combined 
pedestrian and street lighting fixtures (City of Ottawa, 2012, p.  
61) 
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Bank Street study area have at least a three-metre-wide landscaped area where they are located 

adjacent to residential or institutional land uses. There is no specific guideline in the CDP which 

would guarantee a three-metre-wide landscaped area buffering properties adjacent to residential 

or institutional properties. At the same time, the CDP details the precise locations of new 

greenspace throughout the study area which would buffer new development from existing 

neighbourhoods.  

Guideline 36 – Landscaping and Environment 

Provide a three-metre-wide landscape area along the edge of a site where parking areas are 

adjacent to a public street. Screen cars from view with landscaping. 

There are many locations where recently built parking lots front onto Hazeldean Road. In most 

circumstances, landscaping is provided in excess of three metres between the public sidewalk 

and the parking lot. Screening is also installed for most of these locations, using bushes and 

occasionally rail fencing. Where only bushes are used, screening of vehicles is ineffective. For 

properties studies along Bank Street, landscaped areas were present to buffer parking lots from 

public roads with the exception of the car dealership. Trees and shrubs included in these 

landscaped areas were ineffective at screening parked cars from view along the street. The CDP 

does not specifically state that a three-metre-wide landscaped area must be provided where 

parking lots are adjacent to public streets. It does require that parking lots are screened from 

view using low trees and shrubs 

if adjacent to a residential 

property. The modified cross-

section also ensures that and 

parking lots fronting onto Bank 

Street would have a minimum 

1.5 metre boulevard or 

landscaped area depending on 

which side of the road it is 

located.  

 

 

Figure 4.36 Rail fencing and trees screening parking lots fronting onto Hazeldean 
Road 
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Guideline 37 – Landscaping and Environment 

Plant trees, shrubs and ground cover on any unbuilt portions of the site that are not required to 

meet minimum parking requirements. 

Most development examined on Hazeldean Road 

incorporated landscaped areas, which included 

trees and bushes on areas not used for buildings 

or needed to meet minimum parking 

requirements. However, at two large shopping 

plazas, extensive parking and graveled areas are 

currently not used for parking and should have 

been turned into ground cover.  Conditions varied 

between sites along Bank Street. In general, 

empty locations that were not dedicated to 

parking were planted with ground cover. Some 

sites had large utility areas which could have 

included some ground cover but were instead paved. The Bank Street CDP does not make a 

general policy statement requiring landscaping be placed on any unbuilt space of a lot during 

redevelopment. Instead, the plan makes recommendations for the development of greenspace in a 

coordinated effort to connect the study area to surrounding communities and to encourage active 

transportation. Therefore, although the CDP does not provide for maximizing greenspace on 

every lot, it does create a coordinated greenspace development strategy which would fulfill some 

of the original intent of the guideline. 

Guideline 38 – Landscaping and 

Environment 

Use green building technologies. (LEED) 

New development along Hazeldean Road did 

not incorporate green building technologies. 

According to the United States Green Building 

Council website, none of the developments 

examined were certified LEED buildings 

(USGBC, 2014). Also, no plaques or signs were 

observed within the study area that indicated 

Figure 4.37 A large utility area with paving, could have 
been designed more efficiently to incorporate more ground 
cover 

Figure 4.38 CDP concept image of the remediation of Ledbury 
Park (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 66) 
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green building technologies were incorporated into specific developments. The same 

observations were made for new buildings examined along Bank Street. No LEED certified 

plaques where visible on any building façade, and these buildings were not identified on the 

United States Green Building Council website as having LEED certification (USGBC, 2014). 

Finally, green building technologies are not mentioned in the Bank Street CDP. 

Guideline 39 – Landscaping and Environment 

Protect heritage and mature trees on site by minimizing grade changes and preserving 

permeable surfaces. 

All trees and shrubs incorporated into new development on Hazeldean Road are new and planted 

after the construction of the buildings. No pre-existing trees were saved during construction 

process for any property. All trees associated with new development along Bank Street were 

planted with the redesign of the area. No attempt was made to preserve existing trees when 

redevelopment occurred. The CDP does not address the issue of protecting heritage, specimen, or 

mature trees within the study area as redevelopment takes place. This is most likely due to the 

industrial history of the study area and possible lack of heritage trees. It does make 

recommendations for the environmental remediation of Ledbury Park and the creation of a 

greenway parallel to Bank Street which would include tree plantings of native species. 

Guideline 40 – Landscaping and Environment 

Landscape areas between the building and the sidewalk with plantings, trees, street furniture, 

and walkways to the public sidewalk. 

New development on Hazeldean Road incorporated 

plantings and trees effectively between the 

buildings and the public sidewalk. Walkways 

connect new buildings to the sidewalk, and were 

typically cleared of snow at the time of site visits. 

Additional walkways would be useful where 

specific buildings on the public street edge are 

isolated from the public sidewalk by landscaped 

areas. Street furniture was inconsistent throughout 

the Hazeldean Road corridor. New development on 

Bank Street generally included clearly defined 
Figure 4.39 No pedestrian amenities present at this 
location along Bank Street 
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landscaped areas with plantings and clear paths between the buildings and the public sidewalk. 

There was a distinct lack of pedestrian amenities including garbage receptacle and benches. 

There are two sections of the CDP that address how the built environment between the building 

and the sidewalk is landscaped. The incorporation of parkettes at regular intervals provides 

adequate street furniture and plantings, while the width of the landscaped area in the modified 

cross-section of the streetscape is set to ensure a healthy row of mature trees. 

Guideline 41 – Landscaping and Environment 

Provide a 2.5 metre wide landscape area along the site’s side and rear yards. 

Greenfield development 

evaluated on Hazeldean Road 

were mostly adjacent to 

naturalized areas and did not 

include a 2.5 metre wide 

landscaped area. The remaining 

edges typically included an 

adequate landscaped area 

between properties. There were 

some exceptions to this for 

specific infill development 

projects. The conditions of the perimeter of redeveloped lots in the Bank Street study area varied 

significantly depending on adjacent land uses. Many of the sites bordered empty lots and 

therefore no landscaped buffering was installed. Where new development closely bordered 

adjacent land uses, a 2.5 metre landscaped area was present. There is no mention of landscaped 

area requirements for individual redevelopment applications beyond the comprehensive 

greenspace recommendations in chapter six of the CDP. 

Guideline 42 – Landscaping and Environment 

Plant street trees 7-10 metres apart along public streets and internal pedestrian walkways. 

At most locations trees were planted along Hazeldean Road and on major internal walkways.  

Trees planted along internal walkways are typically less than seven metres apart. Some locations 

along the mainstreet and internal walkways do not have tree plantings. New development along 

Bank Street usually includes street trees planted seven metres apart in the landscaped area within 

Figure 4.40 Wide landscaped area with planted trees separating new 
development and residential areas on Bank Street 
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the corridor. Trees were not planted 

beside any internal pathways within 

the build environment. In the Bank 

Street CDP, street trees are included 

in the modified cross-section of the 

streetscape and it is required they are 

planted every 7-10 metres. Trees are 

also included in the multi-modal 

path design concept image. 

Implications 

Each case study shows similar weaknesses with implementing landscape and environment urban 

design guidelines. The main drawback within the Bank Street CDP for landscaping and 

environment urban design guidelines is that site-specific design requirements for the inclusion of 

landscaped areas applicable to all new developments were not a component of the greenspace 

strategy in chapter six of the plan (Sec. 6.2, p. 62-67). New development on Hazeldean Road and 

Bank Street resulted in only minor differences between scores. A trend observed in both case 

studies was emphasis upon environmental design along the mainstreet by including trees and 

shrubs, and then these elements were ignored for the rest of the site. This was particularly 

evident at infill developments. The main difference between development on Hazeldean Road 

and Bank Street is guideline 34 regarding the coordination of trees, lighting and utilities. No 

coordination was found between these built form elements on Hazeldean Road, despite a recent 

redesign of the mainstreet. Therefore, this guideline had no influence on recent design decisions 

for Hazeldean Road. However, the explicit inclusion of this guideline in the Bank Street CDP 

may create better results for Bank Street in the future. Finally, both guideline 38 and 39 scored 

poorly across all case studies. These guidelines, regarding green building technologies and 

protecting heritage trees, were insufficient to impact development plans on the mainstreets, both 

on recent development and on the Bank Street CDP. Therefore, these guidelines need to be 

specifically included in future planning documents for each case study area if they are to have 

any impact on new development. 

 

Figure 4.41 Trees and shrubs planted along major internal walkways in a 
greenfield development on Hazeldean Road 
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4.6 Signs 

Table 4-7: Signs Case Study Evaluation 

Signs Urban Design Guidelines 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

43) Building signs respect established streetscape design 

objectives. 
   

44) Eliminate visual clutter. 

   

45) Sign illumination that is task-oriented and avoid glare/light 

spillover. 
   

46) Ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs promote an 

active, pedestrian-friendly environment. 
   

47) Prevent corporate images, colour, and signs from 

dominating public spaces. 
   

48) Restrict temporary and portable signs. Prohibit billboards, 

revolving signs and roof signs on private property. 
   

Guideline 43 – Signs 

Building signs respect established streetscape design objectives. 

Building signs influence how people perceive the streetscape on Hazeldean Road. Small to 

medium sized commercial businesses have signs which respect the scale of the building and are 

pedestrian-oriented. Large-scale big box stores have automotive-oriented signs that dominate the 

streetscape if you are at a location where a 

parking lot fronts onto the mainstreet. The 

majority of commercial building signs 

observed on new developments along Bank 

Street were automotive-oriented and highly 

visible to vehicles on the road. Only two 

buildings included signage which were 

appropriate for the scale of the building and 

was oriented toward pedestrians. Regarding 

commercial sign policies, the Bank Street CDP directly references the Urban Design Guidelines 

Figure 4.42 Automotive-oriented commercial signs on new 
development along Bank Street 
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for Arterial Mainstreets and indicates that the two documents be read together when considering 

commercial sign design. However, the CDP makes specific recommendations for how 

commercial signage be designed for Bank Street. The CDP specifies that signage be pedestrian-

oriented and not dominate the public space, while at the same time remain visible to vehicles. 

These provisions within the CDP should result in commercial signs which respect the goals of 

the streetscape design.  

Guideline 44 – Signs 

Eliminate visual clutter. 

New development along 

Hazeldean Road has minimal 

visual clutter resulting from 

signs. Most locations have 

formalized signage on 

buildings and structures which 

match the scale of the build 

environment and respect the 

streetscape. There are some locations where temporary corporate signs add to a sense of clutter. 

Visual clutter is minimized at the locations of new development in the Bank Street study area. 

Most sites have a limited the number of commercial signs sprawled throughout the lot. The Bank 

Street CDP states that commercial signage should not result in additional clutter. Coupled with 

the recommendations for a combined pedestrian and automotive street lighting design and 

coordinated with utility poles, the CDP should result in a streetscape free of visual clutter. 

Guideline 45 – Signs 

Sign illumination that is task-oriented and avoid glare/light spillover. 

Most illuminated signs associated with new developments on Hazeldean Road have been 

designed to eliminate glare and prevent light spillover. Commercial signs are the principal source 

of sign illumination in this study area. The only glare-inducing signs observed were installed on 

businesses with vehicle-oriented land uses including a gas station, an automotive mechanic, and 

a car dealership. Sign illumination for new developments along Bank Street was also designed to 

avoid glare and light spillover. Similar to Hazeldean Road, the only exceptions were where 

Figure 4.43 Building signs that respect the scale of the building and streetscape and 
do not contribute to visual clutter 
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automotive land uses 

were present, including 

a car dealership and a 

gas station. In the CDP, 

sign illumination is 

required to be designed 

to avoid glare and light 

spillover. 

Guideline 46 – Signs 

Ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs promote an active, pedestrian-friendly environment. 

Most ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs in 

new developments on Hazeldean Road are 

automotive-oriented for the benefit of vehicle 

passengers on the mainstreet. While most 

commercial signs respect the scale of the buildings 

and streetscape, they do not promote an active, 

pedestrian-oriented environment. There are both 

pedestrian and automotive-oriented signs at 

locations examined within the Bank Street study 

area. Ground-mounted signs were focused on 

directing traffic or commercial advertising for 

drivers. Most wall-mounted signs were pedestrian-

oriented. The CDP states that signs “should” 

promote a pedestrian-oriented streetscape while 

remaining visible to vehicles. This indicates the 

intent of municipal planners to have pedestrian-

oriented commercial signs which complement the 

scale of the area, but also consider business 

interests when designing commercial signs in the study area. 

 

Figure 4.44 Commercial building signage designed to reduce glare and light spillover 

Figure 4.45 Ground mounted automotive-oriented 
commercial signage along Hazeldean Road 
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Guideline 47 – Signs 

Prevent corporate images, colour, and signs from dominating public spaces. 

The majority of signs and images incorporated into new development on Hazeldean Road are the 

names of businesses on building facades and automotive-oriented shopping mall signs. While 

most of these signs respect the scale of the building and streetscape, they still dominate the 

public space. On Bank Street, even though corporate signs do not create clutter in the built 

environment, they still dominate the public space. Every development has large commercial 

signs at the front of the lot where vehicles access 

parking lots. These signs are out of scale with 

the road and buildings, and are the most 

noticeable feature on the public street. Finally, 

the CDP states that commercial signs “should” 

respect the character of the area. This statement 

indicates policy direction by municipal planners 

but stops short of requiring business owners to 

comply with the urban design guideline.  

Guideline 48 – Signs 

Restrict temporary and portable signs. Prohibit billboards, revolving signs and roof signs on 

private property. 

Temporary signs were observed at all 

locations of new development on 

Hazeldean Road. This includes 

temporary development signs and 

commercial signs advertising specials 

and deals for private businesses. For the 

Bank Street study area, a billboard was 

observed on property to the southwest 

of the intersection of Bank Street and 

Walkley Road. As well, many 

temporary signs were installed at a car 

dealership on the north east corner of 

Figure 4.46 Large commercial sign on Bank Street 

Figure 4.47 Billboard and large-scale commercial signage at new 
development in the Bank Street study area 
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the same intersection. The remaining development limited the number of temporary and portable 

signs to a number that is appropriate for the associated land uses. Billboards, revolving signs and 

roof signs are not mentioned in the Bank Street CDP. The plan does indicate that temporary and 

portable signs “should” be restricted, and also references the Permanent and Temporary Signs on 

Private Property By-laws published by the City of Ottawa. 

Implications 

The Bank Street CDP has incorporated the guidelines for signs better than new development on 

both arterial mainstreets. The CDP directly referenced the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial 

Mainstreets as well as City of Ottawa signage by-laws, and indicates these documents should be 

considered congruently with the CDP recommendations. However, there are weaknesses to the 

policy statements in the CDP. This includes the use of the word “should” in some signage 

recommendations, and that commercial signs must remain visible to automobiles. This shows the 

intent of public policy to create pedestrian-oriented signage while at the same time protect 

business interests on Bank Street. Signs on Hazeldean Road did not make the public space feel 

cluttered, and commercial signs were minimized in the built environment. However, the open 

parking lots and deep setbacks for large-scale commercial stores made the few automotive-

oriented signs present along the mainstreet dominate the public space. Signs on Bank Street 

typically respected the scale of the buildings and the streetscape, but still felt automotive-

oriented with commercial signs on the public street next to driveway entrances. Because both 

mainstreets are transportation corridors for commuter traffic in Ottawa, it may be challenging for 

pedestrian-oriented signs to be effective and not overpowered by a few automotive-oriented 

commercial signs. As a result, future signage along both mainstreets should be creatively 

designed to further emphasize the pedestrian environment and be more functional on a human 

scale. 
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4.7 Servicing and Utilities 

Table 4-8: Servicing and Utilities Case Study Evaluation 

Servicing and Utilities Urban Design Guidelines 
Hazeldean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

49) Maximize space efficiencies through share service and 

utility areas. 
   

50) Enclose all utility equipment within buildings or screen 

them from both the arterial mainstreet and private properties to 

the rear.    

51) Design lighting so that there is no glare or light spilling 

onto surrounding uses. 
   

52) Lighting that is appropriate to ground floor uses with a 

focus on pedestrian areas. 
   

53) Design secondary doors to blend in with the building 

façade. 
   

Guideline 49 – Servicing and Utilities 

Maximize space efficiencies through share service and utility areas. 

New strip-mall locations on Hazeldean Road have shared service and utility areas behind the 

buildings. The remaining businesses have dedicated service and utility areas, particularly with 

buildings constructed through infill development. The condominium complex development 

included clearly marked utility storage areas for the maintenance of the property. There are no 

shared service and utility areas within new development along Bank Street. This is peculiar 

considering the extent to which small 

parking lots have been incorporated to 

serve surrounding businesses. 

Coordinated service areas could 

improve the efficiency of these parking 

lots considering their size constraints. 

The Bank Street CDP does not require 

shared utility areas for new 

development in the study area. 

However, policies regarding 

Figure 4.48 Shared utility area behind a greenfield commercial 
development along Hazeldean Road 
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decreasing the number of driveways off of Bank Street and the construction of new side streets 

and access lanes indirectly encourages the development of shared utility spaces. 

Guideline 50 – Servicing and Utilities 

Enclose all utility equipment within buildings or screen them from both the arterial mainstreet 

and private properties to the rear. 

Loading bays and garbage dumpsters 

were generally well hidden using 

concrete walls and wooden covers for 

new commercial developments along 

Hazeldean Road. Utility meters and 

electrical boxes were highly visible at all 

commercial locations. The condominium 

complex included a utility building with 

the same design as the housing buildings 

to screen utility equipment. A variety of 

utility equipment was observed on Bank Street. Large dumpsters were screened from view using 

wooden fencing. Electrical boxes and utility meters were more common and not screened from 

view. Electrical boxes were found in some instances along the front of the site adjacent to the 

public sidewalk. There is no requirement for new developments to screen utility equipment from 

public view in the Bank Street CDP. 

Guideline 51 – Servicing and Utilities 

Design lighting so that there is no glare or light spilling onto surrounding uses. 

The redesign of Hazeldean Road included 

separate pedestrian and automotive lighting 

fixtures. Light fixtures for parking lots were 

well designed to avoid glare and contain light 

within the commercial development area. The 

only locations where strong glare and light 

spillover was observed was at automotive-

oriented businesses including a car dealership 

Figure 4.50 CDP design concept for automotive-oriented 
lighting fixtures (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 61) 

Figure 4.49 Utility building designed to match residential 
development 
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and a gas station. The street and sidewalk 

lighting fixtures as well as building lights 

for sites studied along Bank Street were 

designed to minimize glare and light 

spillover. The elevated lights for parking 

lots cast indirect soft light which 

minimized glare while ensuring the driving 

surface was illuminated. The street lighting design concept drawings within the CDP indicate 

that lighting design for both pedestrian and automotive users in the future will avoid glare and 

light spillover. While acknowledging the City of Ottawa’s Right-of-Way Lighting Policies 

require separate automotive-oriented pole lighting along arterial mainstreets, the CDP 

recommends automotive and pedestrian lighting be combined where permitted to enhance Bank 

Street’s streetscape. 

Guideline 52 – Servicing and Utilities 

Lighting that is appropriate to ground floor uses with a focus on pedestrian areas. 

The lighting for new developments on Hazeldean Road was appropriate for ground floor uses 

and focused on pedestrian walkways and pedestrian-oriented building facades. Lighting was also 

installed for large-scale parking lots. These fixtures were effective at containing the light within 

parking lots. Some automotive-oriented businesses only included lighting for vehicle areas. 

Lighting at new developments on Bank Street was oriented towards both vehicles and 

pedestrians. The site and land use determined which transportation mode had prioritized lighting. 

Strong automotive land uses prioritize vehicle parking areas over sidewalk lighting, including a 

gas station and a car dealership. 

Commuter commercial 

developments had fixtures aimed 

at both lighting parking lots and 

pedestrian pathways. A coffee 

shop towards the north of the 

study area prioritized pedestrian 

lighting along a pathway 

following the façade of the 

Figure 4.51 CDP design concept for pedestrian-oriented lighting 
fixtures (City of Ottawa, 2012, p. 61) 

Figure 4.52 Automotive-oriented businesses on Bank Street prioritizing lighting 
for vehicle over pedestrian lighting 
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building. The CDP emphasizes pedestrian-oriented lighting along Bank Street in addition to 

automotive-oriented lighting. Street lamps are recommended to be combined with both 

pedestrian and automotive lights at different heights and be placed in the boulevard where 

feasible to separate pedestrians from traffic. 

Guideline 53 – Servicing and Utilities 

Design secondary doors to blend in with the building façade. 

Regarding development on Hazeldean Road, secondary doors were observable for about half of 

all new buildings. While some of these doors were designed to emulate the building façade, they 

were generally identifiable to pedestrians. Many of these secondary doors were placed on the 

public street edge, with primary entrances located toward interior parking lots. Secondary doors 

on automotive buildings did not blend into their building façade. Many examples were observed 

of secondary doors in the facades of buildings on Bank Street. With only one exception, all 

secondary doors were clearly visible from the public street edge and did not blend into the 

façade. There is no direct 

mention of secondary 

doors in the Bank Street 

CDP. The only mention of 

rear or side doors is to 

indicate that they may be 

added to building design 

in addition to front doors 

which should open onto 

the public street. 

Implications 

New development in the Bank Street study area does not successfully integrate the urban design 

guidelines for servicing and utilities. Along Bank Street, utility areas remained segregated, some 

automotive-oriented commercial signs created glare, and secondary doors are obvious in building 

façades. New development on Hazeldean Road scored better because large-scale greenfield 

developments had coordinated service and utility areas, and included better screening for these 

areas. This indicates that recent greenfield development is more efficient with integrating urban 

Figure 4.53 Secondary doors in facades of new development on Hazeldean Road 
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design guidelines for servicing and utilities than infill development along Hazeldean Road and 

Bank Street. A common problem with new development for both study areas was the poor 

placement and inadequate screening of electrical boxes and utility meters. As well, some 

automotive-oriented commercial development had lighting which produced glare on both 

mainstreets. The CDP included strong policies for lighting design, but lacked policies for the 

coordination of utility areas and screening of utility equipment. Based on observations of new 

development on both mainstreets, screening of utility equipment needs to be incorporated into 

future planning documents for both study areas. 

4.8 Case Study Patterns 

The two case studies examining new development on Hazeldean Road and Bank Street achieved 

similar scores in most categories of the urban design guidelines for arterial mainstreets. One 

large difference between the case studies was the type of development that was evaluated. Most 

of the new buildings on Hazeldean Road were associated with large-scale greenfield 

developments, with some infill development mixed in. Conversely, all of the new buildings on 

Bank Street were a result of infill development. Because large areas are typically developed at 

once with greenfield development, the Hazeldean Road case study tended to score better than 

new development on Bank Street for guidelines regarding coordination of streetscape elements, 

utility areas, and traffic circulation patterns. Infill development in both case studies tended to 

result in a lack of streetscape continuity and varying landscaping design. Infill development also 

tended to be automotive-oriented, and resulted in compartmentalized lots with individual 

driveways and parking lots. Finally, there was a clear trend with new development in both case 

studies towards improving the environmental design of each mainstreet through the development 

corridors, but this did not consistently extend to parts of lots away from the mainstreet—

particularly for the perimeter of lots and for parking areas. 

The intent of the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets is to guide new development 

to achieve the mainstreet policy goals within the City of Ottawa’s Official Plan. This includes 

the creation of intensified, mixed-use development that is pedestrian-oriented. New 

developments in both case studies does not reflect the goals of mainstreet policies in the Official 

Plan. This is clear when examining single-storey commercial buildings—the predominant type 

of new development that has been constructed on both mainstreets, regardless of whether 
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through infill or greenfield projects. Businesses at this scale do not intensify the built 

environment as they are single-storey and single-use. As well, these commercial buildings were 

spaced too far apart along the mainstreets and often were separated by parking lots. Large 

setbacks were associated with commercial infill development as well as for the large-scale big 

box stores within greenfield developments. These factors make the built environment too large in 

scale to be pedestrian-oriented. Therefore, stronger planning documents are needed for both 

arterial mainstreets to improve the enforcement of the urban design guidelines to achieve 

municipal mainstreet policy goals. 

Not surprisingly, the Bank Street Community Design Plan scored better overall in most guideline 

categories. Scores for this case study tended to be excellent or very poor depending on whether 

the concept in the urban design guideline was discussed within the CDP. Specific policies and 

guidelines on mobility, built form, and the public realm comprehensively incorporated many of 

the urban design guidelines for arterial mainstreets. In instances where the CDP scored poorly, 

future planning documents for Bank Street should specifically include provisions to address the 

overlooked elements. Examples include provisions for the screening of utility equipment, design 

of secondary doors, and incorporating green building technologies. In general, the stronger CDP 

scores compared to the new development observed on Bank Street indicates that future infill 

development should incorporate more urban design guidelines. This will be particularly relevant 

to guidelines where new development on Bank Street scored poorly and the CDP scored well, 

specifically, the built form urban design guidelines. The provisions for mixed-uses within new 

buildings and targeted building heights in the CDP will improve on the observed single-storey 

commercial infill development that has occurred on Bank Street, and be a step towards achieving 

the mainstreet policy goals for the City of Ottawa.  
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations  

This chapter presents conclusions and recommendations concerning municipal planning policies 

and future development for Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. Section 5.1 includes general 

conclusions derived from the implications in the Analysis chapter. Section 5.2 presents short-

term recommendations, and Section 5.3 gives long-term recommendations. Both 

recommendation sections link each recommendation to conclusions based on observed trends 

and patterns of new development and public policies from the analysis of the comparative case 

studies. Section 5.4 reiterates the scope of this report, defining possible limitations to its 

recommendations. The report concludes with suggestions regarding further areas of study for 

arterial mainstreet policies in Ottawa.  

Through a comparative case study analysis this report identifies how Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet 

policies have been implemented along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street, and identifies how 

existing public policy documents can be updated to address current development issues. The 

trends and patterns identified in each case study illustrate strengths and weaknesses in how 

Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet policies have been applied to recent developments, and integrated 

into planning documents pertaining to the study areas identified for Hazeldean Road and Bank 

Street. The recommendations within this chapter suggest reforms to existing planning 

documents, as well as the creation of new policies and studies that will emphasize urban design 

guidelines which are not currently being integrated into the built environment along both 

mainstreets. These recommendations are meant to guide future development along Hazeldean 

Road and Bank Street with the aim of achieving a built environment that better reflects Ottawa’s 

policy goals for mainstreets, as expressed in the Official Plan. 

5.1 Conclusions 

The first research question asked: How does the implementation of Ottawa’s arterial mainstreet 

policies compare in the cases of Hazeldean Road and Bank Street?  

Policies within the Bank Street Community Design Plan resulted in stronger scores for applying 

the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets than recent development along Hazeldean 

Road and Bank Street. The Bank Street CDP policies require future development to include 

design elements that would incorporate many of the urban design guidelines. The CDP 
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represents a step towards achieving Ottawa’s mainstreet policy goals along Bank Street. By 

comparison, the recent developments examined along both mainstreets had fewer design 

elements aimed at achieving mainstreet policy goals. The scores for each case study are shown in 

Table 5-1. 

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street were ideal comparative case study examples for arterial 

mainstreets in the City of Ottawa. Both mainstreets have the same public policies apply to them 

regarding the future intensification of the City, enabling direct comparisons for recent 

development. They represent different areas of the City, with Bank Street on the edge of the 

inner-urban area just south of the downtown core, and Hazeldean Road connecting large 

suburban areas in the West end. There were significant differences between the mainstreets 

regarding different types of development and the development history. Recent development 

along Hazeldean Road was primarily greenfield development where large parcels of agricultural 

land were redeveloped at once. Recent development along Bank Street was primarily infill 

development where small lots of underutilized land were redeveloped at different times by 

different developers. Surprisingly, the different contexts of the mainstreets did not result in large 

differences in how new development scored for each case study. While the types of recent 

development differed between mainstreets, the same pattern was observed regarding the 

predominance of new single-storey commercial buildings.  

The second research question asked: Can existing public policy documents be updated to better 

address current development issues?  

With the clear benefits of policies within the Bank Street CDP compared to recent development 

on Bank Street, and the similarities of new development despite contextual differences between 

Bank Street and Hazeldean Road, the future development of Hazeldean Road would benefit from 

a community design plan. Therefore, the most important recommendation in this report is the 

creation of a community design plan for Hazeldean Road (recommendation 4, found in section 

5.3). Policies within a future Hazeldean Road CDP will differ from the Bank Street CDP due to a 

number of context-specific reasons. The areas around Hazeldean Road are far more suburban 

than Bank Street. Hazeldean Road’s development corridor designated as an arterial mainstreet is 

longer than the study area examined for Bank Street. The population density surrounding Bank   
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Table 5-1: Comparative Case Study Evaluation 

Urban Design Guideline 
Hazel-

dean 

Road 

Bank 

Street 

Bank 

Street 

CDP 

Streetscape    

1) New buildings placed on the public street edge. 
   

2) Provide a two-metre-wide concrete sidewalk. 

Also, provide a 2-4 metre wide planted boulevard 

and a 1-3 metre landscape area in the right-of-way.    

3) Plant trees in four-metre-wide boulevards. If it 

is less than 4.0 metres wide, plant the trees in the 

landscape area.    

4) Use buildings, landscaping, and other 

streetscape elements to create continuous 

streetscapes.    

5) Provide trees, decorative paving, benches and 

bicycle parking between the building and the curb.    
6) New buildings 0-3 metres back from the front 

property line, and 0-3 metres back from the side 

property line for corner sites.    

Built Form    

7) Protect existing fabric including significant 

buildings, trees, pedestrian routes, public facilities 

and pedestrian amenities.    

8) Provide significant architectural or landscape 

features at corner sites where there is no building.    
9) Building height to road corridor width ratio of 

1:6 (low), 1:3 (medium) and 1:2 (high).    
10) Internal circulation pattern that allows for 

logical movement throughout the site, which will 

accommodate intensification over time.    

11) Create intensified, mixed-use development, 

incorporating public amenities at nodes and 

gateways.    

12) Presence of coherent streetscapes. 
   

13) Buildings occupying the majority of the lot 

frontage. If the site is on a corner, the main 

entrance should be at the corner.    

14) Transition in the scale and density of the built 

form on the site when located next to lower 

density neighbourhoods.    

15) Landscape the area in front of a building wall 

and reduce the visual size of any unglazed walls.    
16) Design richly detailed buildings that create a 

human scale along the public street.    
17) Front façade faces the public street and front 

doors are visible and accessible from the public 

street.    

18) Make the pedestrian level façade highly 

transparent. Locate active uses along the street at 

grade.    

Pedestrians and Cyclists    

19) Connect pedestrian walkways between 

adjacent properties.    
20) Provide clearly defined pedestrian access from 

public sidewalks to building entrances.    
21) Provide two metre wide unobstructed 

pedestrian walkways along building façades and 

between the primary entrance and the public 

sidewalk. Make all other walkways at least 1.5 

metres wide. 

   

22) Provide weather protection at building 

entrances, transit stops and in places with 

pedestrian amenities.    

23) Provide an unobstructed two metre wide 

sidewalk in the public right-of-way, across private 

access driveways.    

24) Provide site furnishings at building entrances 

and amenity areas that don’t conflict with 

pedestrian circulation.    

Vehicles and Parking    

25) Share vehicular access to parking areas 

between adjacent properties.    
26) Link access drives and parking lots of adjacent 

properties in order to allow for the circulation of 

vehicles between sites.    

27) Locate surface parking spaces at the side or 

rear of buildings. Only have the minimum number 

of parking spaces required by the Zoning By-law.    

28) Locate parking structures in the interior of the 

block as intensification occurs.    
29) Orient car parking spaces to minimize the 

number of traffic aisles that pedestrians must 

cross.    

30) Provide a consistent width of landscape and 

pedestrian areas across the front of the site.    
Landscape and Environment    

31) Use continuous landscaping to reinforce 

pedestrian walkways within parking areas.    
32) Select trees, shrubs, and other vegetation 

considering their tolerance to urban conditions, 

give preference to native species of the region of 

equal suitability. 
   

33) Plant trees away from the curb next to private 

property when the boulevard is narrower than four 

metres.    

34) Coordinate tree and street-light locations with 

above and below-grade utilities.    

35) Provide a minimum three-metre-wide 

landscape area at the edges of sites adjacent to 

residential or institutional properties.    

36) Provide a three-metre-wide landscape area 

along the edge of a site where parking areas are 

adjacent to a public street. Screen cars from view 

with landscaping. 
   

37) Plant trees, shrubs and ground cover on any 

unbuilt portions of the site that are not required to 

meet minimum parking requirements.    

38) Use green building technologies. (LEED) 
   

39) Protect heritage and mature trees on site by 

minimizing grade changes and preserving 

permeable surfaces.    

40) Landscape areas between the building and the 

sidewalk with plantings, trees, street furniture, and 

walkways to the public sidewalk.    

41) Provide a 2.5 metre wide landscape area along 

the site’s side and rear yards.    
42) Plant street trees 7-10 metres apart along 

public streets and internal pedestrian walkways.    
Signs    

43) Building signs respect established streetscape 

design objectives.    

44) Eliminate visual clutter. 
   

45) Sign illumination that is task-oriented and 

avoid glare/light spillover.    
46) Ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs 

promote an active, pedestrian-friendly 

environment.    

47) Prevent corporate images, colour, and signs 

from dominating public spaces.    
48) Restrict temporary and portable signs. Prohibit 

billboards, revolving signs and roof signs on 

private property.    

Servicing and Utilities    

49) Maximize space efficiencies through share 

service and utility areas. 
   

50) Enclose all utility equipment within buildings 

or screen them from both the arterial mainstreet 

and private properties to the rear.    

51) Design lighting so that there is no glare or 

light spilling onto surrounding uses. 
   

52) Lighting that is appropriate to ground floor 

uses with a focus on pedestrian areas.    
53) Design secondary doors to blend in with the 

building façade.    
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Street is higher compared to Hazeldean Road due to mid-rise apartment buildings. There is also a 

stronger mix of residential and commercial land uses along Bank Street, compared to Hazeldean 

Road. These differences contribute to making Hazeldean Road less pedestrian-oriented than 

Bank Street. A CDP for Hazeldean Road would have to recognize these differences and include 

policies to address the issues of population density and land-use diversity. As well, parking 

structures are less important in a CDP for Hazeldean Road due to maximization of surface 

parking areas at new development locations and the abundance of greenfield land for 

intensification. However, surface parking lot design should be emphasized to enable easy 

redevelopment into new buildings and streets, and to create blocks off of the mainstreet. 

The authority associated with policies within a CDP compared to the discretionary nature of the 

arterial mainstreet UDG’s should also be considered. The Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial 

Mainstreets includes generic policies intended to guide planners and developers when designing 

new developments along any arterial mainstreet in Ottawa. They do not represent a checklist of 

criteria to be included in each new development project. Each guideline may not be applicable in 

all situations. As well, the lack of integration of arterial mainstreet UDG’s for new development 

along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street represents an implementation failure, not a failure of the 

urban design guidelines. The mandatory nature of policies in a CDP compared to discretionary 

nature of UDG’s facilitate the implementation of UDG’s into new development projects. A CDP 

for Hazeldean Road would give municipal planners stronger policies to enable the 

implementation of urban design guidelines into new developments. 

5.2 Short-Term Recommendations 

This report’s short-term recommendations focus on improving the Urban Design Guidelines for 

Arterial Mainstreets as a mechanism for implementing the mainstreet policy goals expressed in 

Ottawa’s Official Plan. Municipal staff could implement these recommendations within a short 

timeframe (as compared to the long-term recommendation found in Section 5.3 of this report). 

This section also includes recommendations for prioritizing the importance of maintaining a 

pedestrian-oriented environment along both mainstreets at all times of the year.  
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1) Innovative design concepts for both building and ground-mounted commercial signs should 

be developed by municipal planners and added into the Urban Design Guidelines for 

Arterial Mainstreets. 

Private developers have, for the most part, succeeded in incorporating pedestrian-oriented 

commercial signs at new development locations along each mainstreet. However, large ground-

mounted shopping-centre signs along the mainstreets undermined the predominantly pedestrian-

oriented signage. As well, the Bank Street CDP specifies that commercial signage must be 

visible to motorists, creating provisions to protect business interests in the area. It is clear that 

while the municipality has a clear policy to encourage pedestrian-oriented commercial signs, the 

interests of business owners should also be considered. This creates conflicting intensions 

regarding signage policies within the Bank Street CDP. Therefore, municipal planners should 

develop innovative design concepts for building and ground-mounted commercial signs, and 

incorporate them into the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets. This would give 

developers clear design concepts for commercial signage that would meet the needs of business 

owners while at the same time enhancing a pedestrian-oriented built environment. 

2) The pedestrian infrastructure along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street, particularly internal 

pathways and amenity areas, must be prioritized and cleared of snow and ice during winter 

months to maintain an all-year pedestrian-oriented environment. 

Both case study areas are subject to winter weather for four to five months of the year. Winter 

conditions were present when field research was completed for the comparative case study. 

While pedestrian amenities were observed in the built environment, they were typically covered 

in snow, or located in areas not cleared of snow and ice. As well, some internal walkways were 

not adequately cleared of snow to accommodate pedestrian travel. Having a clearly-defined 

pedestrian environment is critical in creating pedestrian-oriented development on both 

mainstreets. Areas cannot be considered accessible or pedestrian-oriented if present 

infrastructure is not adequately maintained. Therefore, the pedestrian environments along 

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street—including benches, garbage receptacles, and all amenity 

areas—need be prioritized for snow and ice removal. 
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3) The Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets should be amended to include specific 

design concepts for the effective screening of utility boxes and utility meters. 

A recurring concern in new developments 

on both mainstreets was inadequate 

screening of electrical boxes and utility 

meters. These objects were commonly 

observed against building facades and in 

stand-alone locations within surface parking 

lots. Electrical boxes were most often 

placed in prominent and conspicuous 

locations along the mainstreet or along 

internal roads. In most instances there was 

no attempt to screen these objects from 

public view. When screening was provided, 

it typically consisted of plantings that were 

largely ineffective. The Bank Street CDP 

did not contain any policies related to the 

screening of utility equipment. While the 

Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial 

Mainstreets specify that utility equipment 

be screened from public view, no design concepts are provided. Municipal planners should 

amend the guidelines to include new design concepts for the screening of electrical boxes and 

utility metres to guide developers in the successful implementation of the utility and service area 

guidelines along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. 

5.3 Long-Term Recommendations 

The following long-term recommendations address issues related to policy documents that would 

require extended work at the municipal level to implement, as well as City Council approval. 

These recommendations include amendments to existing municipal planning documents for the 

incorporation of new policies designed to achieve the mainstreet policy goals in Ottawa’s 

Official Plan. New planning studies are also recommended to support techniques to decrease 

surface parking areas and increase building heights along both mainstreets.  

Figure 5.1 Utility boxes in greenfield development along 
Hazeldean Road 

Figure 5.2 Utility box and utility meter at new development 
location along Bank Street 
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4) A Community Design Plan should be developed for the section of Hazeldean Road 

designated as an arterial mainstreet. 

New development along Hazeldean Road did not reflect the mainstreet policy goals in Ottawa’s 

Official Plan for creating compact, mixed-use, and pedestrian-oriented development. Most new 

buildings were separate, single-story, commercial developments. The same observations were 

made of new development along Bank Street. However, the policies within the Bank Street CDP 

resulted in stronger scores for integrating the arterial mainstreet urban design guidelines into 

future developments. In particular, built form urban design guidelines were consistently applied 

to future development through the inclusion of new zoning policies unique to node areas within 

the Bank Street study area, and specific policies regarding setbacks, building height step-backs, 

and requirements for the incorporation of a mix of uses into new commercial development. Since 

the Bank Street CDP had strong scores compared to new development along Bank Street, and 

because new development on Hazeldean Road has similar weaknesses to new development on 

Bank Street, a CDP should be created for the section of Hazeldean Road designated as an arterial 

mainstreet. Since the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets are designed to be 

generic policies for all mainstreets in Ottawa, guidelines not applicable to Hazeldean Road 

should be identified before a Hazeldean Road CDP is undertaken. A Hazeldean Road 

Community Design Plan would guide the future development of the corridor toward achieving 

the mainstreet policy goals in Ottawa’s Official Plan.  

5) The Bank Street Community Design Plan should be amended to include additional policies 

regarding the screening of all utility equipment, the integration of secondary doors into 

building facades, the incorporation of green building technologies into new developments, 

and the location of parking structures towards the interior of lots.  

As stated in the analysis chapter, policies within the Bank Street CDP more effectively integrate 

the urban design guidelines than recent development along either Hazeldean Road or Bank 

Street. While the Bank Street CDP as a case study scored better overall, a lack of policies 

regarding specific concepts within the urban design guidelines contributed to weak CDP scores 

in some cases. As a higher-level plan, the City of Ottawa’s OP contains policies regarding design 

elements in the UDG’s for arterial mainstreets that were not covered in the Bank Street CDP. For 

example, policies regarding green building technologies are included in section 2.5.1 of the OP 

titled ‘Urban Design and Compatibility’ (City of Ottawa, 2013). Notwithstanding the OP, the 

Bank Street CDP should be amended to include new policies for the specified design elements 
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above in order to provide community-level direction for their implementation into the built 

environment.  

Additionally, the CDP includes specific policies tailored to the future development of the Bank 

Street study area, while the arterial mainstreet urban design guidelines are general policies 

applicable to all new development along every arterial mainstreet in Ottawa. This has resulted in 

some gaps between the policies in the Bank Street CDP comprehensively incorporating all urban 

design guidelines for future development along Bank Street. Specific instances where additional 

policies should be integrated into the Bank Street CDP include: provisions for the screening of 

all utility equipment, the integration of secondary doors into building facades, the incorporation 

of green building technologies into new buildings, and the location parking structures toward the 

interior of lots. 

6) Official comprehensive parking strategies that minimize existing surface parking areas and 

introduce new parking structures should be developed by municipal planners, in 

collaboration with local business interests, for both arterial mainstreets.  

Every new development location along both studied mainstreets maximized surface parking 

areas. All available open space at both infill and greenfield developments was generally levelled 

and paved for vehicle parking—this despite the vehicles and parking urban design guideline 

(Guideline 27) which specifies that only the minimum number of parking spaces required by the 

zoning by-law should be provided with new development. As well, a landscape and environment 

urban design guideline (Guideline 37) specifies that any unbuilt portions of property not required 

to meet minimum parking standards be planted with trees, shrubs, and ground cover. The failure 

to comply with these guidelines indicate that a stronger policy document than the urban design 

guidelines is needed to limit future surface parking areas along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. 

While the Bank Street CDP includes specific parking and traffic circulation policies for future 

development, there remains large areas of surface parking along Bank Street. Therefore, official 

parking strategies should be developed by the City for both mainstreets. In collaboration with 

local business owners, these strategies should focus on reducing existing surface parking. This 

can be accomplished through redesigning parking areas to accommodate new streets and 

buildings with the goal of creating new city blocks which intensify the built environment. New 

parking strategies should also define methods to develop new parking structures as 

intensification occurs, particularly for Bank Street. 
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7) A minimum building height of two storeys (six metres) for all new development fronting onto 

either Hazeldean Road or Bank Street should be formalized into existing and future public 

policy documents regarding the two mainstreets. 

The trends and patterns observed in the built form of new development along Hazeldean Road 

and Bank Street indicate that there has not been an intensification of the built environment. Most 

new structures are single-storey commercial development that is more representative of 

traditional suburban shopping centres. This is an indication that the City of Ottawa’s mainstreet 

policies in the Official Plan and the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets have not 

resulted in a shift away from traditional suburban commercial developments along either 

mainstreet. While zoning by-laws for arterial mainstreets specify taller maximum building 

heights and encourage more intense land uses, new developments have not taken advantage of 

these maximums. By amending the zoning by-law for arterial mainstreets to include a minimum 

building height of two storeys (six metres) for new development fronting onto either Hazeldean 

Road or Bank Street, new development would begin to intensify the built environment. This new 

minimum building height for both mainstreets would by default represent an increase in the 

intensification of land use, and be a step towards achieving the mainstreet policy goals in 

Ottawa’s Official Plan. 

5.4 Limitations and Areas for Further Study  

The recommendations in this report are limited to the public policy documents that pertain to the 

case study areas along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. The recommendations are designed to 

improve the implementation of the Urban Design Guidelines for Arterial Mainstreets in future 

development along both roads, with the objective of achieving the mainstreet policy goals set 

forth in Ottawa’s Official Plan. They were developed based on direct observation and 

photography of recent development within each study area, as well as on an analysis of the 

policies within the Bank Street CDP. As such, these recommendations are not directly applicable 

to other arterial mainstreets in Ottawa.  

Some of the short-term recommendations propose changes to the Urban Design Guidelines for 

Arterial Mainstreets, and therefore would affect future developments on other arterial 

mainstreets. These recommendations are intended only to guide future development along 

Hazeldean Road and Bank Street. The short-term recommendations are aimed at addressing 

minor problems within the built environment through relatively quick and efficient methods. 
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Implementing the long-term recommendations would require the municipality to invest 

significant time and resources to amend existing public policy documents and to create new 

planning studies. While more challenging to implement, the long-term recommendations are 

designed to reverse the trends of expanding traditional suburban commercial areas observed with 

recent development along Hazeldean Road and Bank Street.  

Further research should be conducted in the future into new development along other arterial 

mainstreets in Ottawa. Additional comparative case studies using the arterial mainstreet urban 

design guidelines as criteria would be directly comparable to the conclusions from the case 

studies within this report. Future projects that analyze a City of Ottawa CDP using existing 

public policies should be less specific and focus on the inclusion of broad concepts to meet 

community needs. As well, future research should be conducted within the Bank Street CDP 

study area comparing development that was solely influenced by the arterial mainstreet urban 

design guidelines published in May 2006 to development after the Bank Street Community 

Design Plan was published in March 2012. This study would be a useful tool for planners in 

determining the effects that policies within the Bank Street CDP have had on changing recent 

development patterns toward achieving the mainstreet policy goals expressed within Ottawa’s 

Official Plan.  
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Appendix 2: Urban Design Guidelines with Supporting Literature and Observation Methods 

Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

Streetscape 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 3-4 

 

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 9.1, 

9.2, 10.1, 10.2 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, 127-130 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, p.11,13 

New buildings placed on the public street edge. Google Earth imagery of new 

buildings. 

Provide a two-metre-wide concrete sidewalk. Also, provide a 2-4 metre wide 

planted boulevard and a 1-3 metre landscape area in the right-of-way. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Plant trees in four-metre-wide boulevards. If it is less than 4.0 metres wide, plant 

the trees in the landscape area. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Use buildings, landscaping, and other streetscape elements to create continuous 

streetscapes. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide trees, decorative paving, benches and bicycle parking between the 

building and the curb. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

New buildings 0-3 metres back from the front property line, and 0-3 metres back 

from the side property line for corner sites. 

Google Earth imagery of new 

buildings, City of Ottawa online 

parcel maps. 

Built Form 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 5-8 

 

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 5.1, 

8.1, 10.2, 10.4, 10.7, 11.6 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, p. 116, 119, 

120, 127 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, p. 9, 14 

  

Protect existing fabric including significant buildings, trees, pedestrian routes, 

public facilities and pedestrian amenities. 

Google Earth imagery taken before 

and after site construction. 

Provide significant architectural or landscape features at corner sites where there 

is no building. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Building height to road corridor width ratio of 1:6 (low), 1:3 (medium) and 1:2 

(high). 

Corridor widths as indicated in OP 

and observed building heights. 

Internal circulation pattern that allows for logical movement throughout the site, 

which will accommodate intensification over time. 

GIS mapping of study areas to 

examine traffic circulation patterns.  

Create intensified, mixed-use development, incorporating public amenities at 

nodes and gateways. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Presence of coherent streetscapes. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Buildings occupying the majority of the lot frontage. If the site is on a corner, the 

main entrance should be at the corner. 

GIS maps of existing buildings and 

pictures from site visits. 

Transition in the scale and density of the built form on the site when located next 

to lower density neighbourhoods. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Landscape the area in front of a building wall and reduce the visual size of any 

unglazed walls. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Design richly detailed buildings that create a human scale along the public street. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Front façade faces the public street and front doors are visible and accessible from 

the public street. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 
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Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 
Make the pedestrian level façade highly transparent. Locate active uses along the 

street at grade. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Pedestrians and Cyclists 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 9 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 9.1 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, p.125 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, p. 12, 13, 

16 

Connect pedestrian walkways between adjacent properties. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide clearly defined pedestrian access from public sidewalks to building 

entrances. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide two metre wide unobstructed pedestrian walkways along building façades 

and between the primary entrance and the public sidewalk. Make all other 

walkways at least 1.5 metres wide. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide weather protection at building entrances, transit stops and in places with 

pedestrian amenities. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide an unobstructed two metre wide sidewalk in the public right-of-way, 

across private access driveways. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide site furnishings at building entrances and amenity areas that don’t conflict 

with pedestrian circulation. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Vehicles and Parking 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 10 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 

11.5, 11.6 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, p.13, 15 

Share vehicular access to parking areas between adjacent properties. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Link access drives and parking lots of adjacent properties in order to allow for the 

circulation of vehicles between sites. 

GIS maps and Google Earth 

imagery of the study areas. 

Locate surface parking spaces at the side or rear of buildings. Only have the 

minimum number of parking spaces required by the Zoning By-law. 

GIS maps and Google Earth 

imagery of the study areas, and 

direct observation. 

Locate parking structures in the interior of the block as intensification occurs. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Orient car parking spaces to minimize the number of traffic aisles that pedestrians 

must cross. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide a consistent width of landscape and pedestrian areas across the front of 

the site. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Landscape and Environment 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 11-

12 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 6.8, 

11.5, 11.6, 13.10 

 

Fleissig & Jacobsen, 2002, p.17, 18 

Use continuous landscaping to reinforce pedestrian walkways within parking 

areas. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Select trees, shrubs, and other vegetation considering their tolerance to urban 

conditions, give preference to native species of the region of equal suitability. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Plant trees away from the curb next to private property when the boulevard is 

narrower than four metres. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Coordinate tree and street-light locations with above and below-grade utilities. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Provide a minimum three-metre-wide landscape area at the edges of sites adjacent 

to residential or institutional properties. 

Google Earth imagery and pictures 

from site visits. 
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Guideline Category Urban Design Guidelines Observation Method 

  Provide a three-metre-wide landscape area along the edge of a site where parking 

areas are adjacent to a public street. Screen cars from view with landscaping. 

Google Earth imagery and pictures 

from site visits. 

Plant trees, shrubs and ground cover on any unbuilt portions of the site that are 

not required to meet minimum parking requirements. 

Google Earth imagery, direct 

observation and pictures from site 

visits. 

Use green building technologies. (LEED) Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Protect heritage and mature trees on site by minimizing grade changes and 

preserving permeable surfaces. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Landscape areas between the building and the sidewalk with plantings, trees, 

street furniture, and walkways to the public sidewalk. 

Google Earth imagery, direct 

observation and pictures from site 

visits. 

Provide a 2.5 metre wide landscape area along the site’s side and rear yards. Google Earth imagery and pictures 

from site visits. 

Plant street trees 7-10 metres apart along public streets and internal pedestrian 

walkways. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Signs 

 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 13 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 10.8 

 

Ewing & Clemente 2013, p. 108-110 

  

Building signs respect established streetscape design objectives. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Eliminate visual clutter. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Sign illumination that is task-oriented and avoid glare/light spillover. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits (at night). 

Ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs promote an active, pedestrian-friendly 

environment. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Prevent corporate images, colour, and signs from dominating public spaces. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Restrict temporary and portable signs. Prohibit billboards, revolving signs and 

roof signs on private property. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Servicing and Utilities 
 

City of Ottawa Planning and Growth 

Management Department, 2006, p. 14 

  

Duany, Speck, & Lydon, 2010, p. 9.7 

Maximize space efficiencies through share service and utility areas. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Enclose all utility equipment within buildings or screen them from both the 

arterial mainstreet and private properties to the rear. 

Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Design lighting so that there is no glare or light spilling onto surrounding uses. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits (at night). 

Lighting that is appropriate to ground floor uses with a focus on pedestrian areas. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 

Design secondary doors to blend in with the building façade. Direct observation and pictures 

from site visits. 
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Public Street Design 

2) Provide a two-metre-wide concrete sidewalk. Also, provide a 2-4 metre wide planted boulevard 

and a 1-3 metre landscape area in the right-of-way. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits.  

3) Plant trees in four-metre-wide boulevards. If it is less than 4.0 metres wide, plant the trees in the 

landscape area. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits.  

4) Use buildings, landscaping, and other streetscape elements to create continuous streetscapes. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

5) Provide trees, decorative paving, benches and bicycle parking between the building and the curb. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

9) Building height to road corridor width ratio of 1:6 (low), 1:3 (medium) and 1:2 (high). 

Observation Method: Corridor widths as indicated in OP and observed building heights. 

12) Presence of coherent streetscapes. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

23) Provide an unobstructed two metre wide sidewalk in the public right-of-way, across private 

access driveways. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

30) Provide a consistent width of landscape and pedestrian areas across the front of the site. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

33) Plant trees away from the curb next to private property when the boulevard is narrower than 

four metres. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits.  

34) Coordinate tree and street-light locations with above and below-grade utilities. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

36) Provide a three-metre-wide landscape area along the edge of a site where parking areas are 

adjacent to a public street. Screen cars from view with landscaping. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery and pictures from site visits. 

40) Landscape areas between the building and the sidewalk with plantings, trees, street furniture, 

and walkways to the public sidewalk. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery, direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

44) Eliminate visual clutter. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

47) Prevent corporate images, colour, and signs from dominating public spaces. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 
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New Buildings 

1) New buildings placed on the public street edge. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery of new buildings. 

6) New buildings 0-3 metres back from the front property line, and 0-3 metres back from the side 

property line for corner sites. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery of new buildings, City of Ottawa online parcel 

maps. 

13) Buildings occupying the majority of the lot frontage. If the site is on a corner, the main 

entrance should be at the corner. 

Observation Method: GIS maps of existing buildings and pictures from site visits. 

15) Landscape the area in front of a building wall and reduce the visual size of any unglazed 

walls. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

16) Design richly detailed buildings that create a human scale along the public street. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

17) Front façade faces the public street and front doors are visible and accessible from the 

public street. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

18) Make the pedestrian level façade highly transparent. Locate active uses along the street at 

grade. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

21) Provide two metre wide unobstructed pedestrian walkways along building façades and 

between the primary entrance and the public sidewalk. Make all other walkways at least 1.5 

metres wide. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

38) Use green building technologies. (LEED) 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

43) Building signs respect established streetscape design objectives. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

52) Lighting that is appropriate to ground floor uses with a focus on pedestrian areas. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

53) Design secondary doors to blend in with the building façade. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 
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Heritage and Environmental Protection 

7) Protect existing fabric including significant buildings, trees, pedestrian routes, public 

facilities and pedestrian amenities. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery taken before and after site construction. 

32) Select trees, shrubs, and other vegetation considering their tolerance to urban conditions, 

give preference to native species of the region of equal suitability. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

39) Protect heritage and mature trees on site by minimizing grade changes and preserving 

permeable surfaces. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

 

Parking Area Design 

10) Internal circulation pattern that allows for logical movement throughout the site, which will 

accommodate intensification over time.  

Observation Method: GIS mapping of study areas to examine traffic circulation patterns.  

25) Share vehicular access to parking areas between adjacent properties. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

26) Link access drives and parking lots of adjacent properties in order to allow for the 

circulation of vehicles between sites. 

Observation Method: GIS maps and Google Earth imagery of the study areas. 

27) Locate surface parking spaces at the side or rear of buildings. Only have the minimum 

number of parking spaces required by the Zoning By-law. 

Observation Method: GIS maps and Google Earth imagery of the study areas, and direct 

observation. 

28) Locate parking structures in the interior of the block as intensification occurs. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

29) Orient car parking spaces to minimize the number of traffic aisles that pedestrians must 

cross. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

31) Use continuous landscaping to reinforce pedestrian walkways within parking areas. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

37) Plant trees, shrubs and ground cover on any unbuilt portions of the site that are not required 

to meet minimum parking requirements. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery, direct observation and pictures from site visits. 
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Built Environment 

11) Create intensified, mixed-use development, incorporating public amenities at nodes and 

gateways.  

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

20) Provide clearly defined pedestrian access from public sidewalks to building entrances. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

22) Provide weather protection at building entrances, transit stops and in places with pedestrian 

amenities. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

24) Provide site furnishings at building entrances and amenity areas that don’t conflict with 

pedestrian circulation. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

42) Plant street trees 7-10 metres apart along public streets and internal pedestrian walkways. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

45) Sign illumination that is task-oriented and avoid glare/light spillover. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits (at night). 

46) Ground-mounted and wall-mounted signs promote an active, pedestrian-friendly 

environment. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

48) Restrict temporary and portable signs. Prohibit billboards, revolving signs and roof signs on 

private property. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 
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Perimeter of Lots 

8) Provide significant architectural or landscape features at corner sites where there is no 

building. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits  

14) Transition in the scale and density of the built form on the site when located next to lower 

density neighbourhoods. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

19) Connect pedestrian walkways between adjacent properties. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

35) Provide a minimum three-metre-wide landscape area at the edges of sites adjacent to 

residential or institutional properties. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery and pictures from site visits.  

41) Provide a 2.5 metre wide landscape area along the site’s side and rear yards. 

Observation Method: Google Earth imagery and pictures from site visits. 

49) Maximize space efficiencies through share service and utility areas. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

50) Enclose all utility equipment within buildings or screen them from both the arterial 

mainstreet and private properties to the rear. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits. 

51) Design lighting so that there is no glare or light spilling onto surrounding uses. 

Observation Method: Direct observation and pictures from site visits (at night). 
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Public Street Design 

UDG# Field Observations 

2 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

9 

 

 

 

12 

 

 

 

23 

 

 

 

30 

 

 

 

33 

 

 

 

34 

 

 

 

36 

 

 

 

40 

 

 

 

44 

 

 

 

47 
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New Buildings 

UDG# Field Observations 

1 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

13 

 

 

 

15 

 

 

 

16 

 

 

 

17 

 

 

 

18 

 

 

 

21 

 

 

 

38 

 

 

 

43 

 

 

 

52 

 

 

 

53 
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Heritage and Environmental Protection 

UDG# Field Observations 
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32 

 

 

 

39 

 

 

 

 

 

Parking Area Design 

UDG# Field Observations 

10 

 

 

 

25 

 

 

 

26 

 

 

 

27 

 

 

 

28 

 

 

 

29 

 

 

 

31 

 

 

 

37 
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Built Environment 

UDG# Field Observations 
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20 

 

 

 

22 

 

 

 

24 

 

 

 

42 

 

 

 

45 
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48 
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Perimeter of Lots 
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14 

 

 

 

19 
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41 

 

 

 

49 
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